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Chapter 1
Characteristics of the study
Our aim in this project is to study, by computer simulation, the capacity of the brain
to transmit and process information in noisy environments, in particular, the dy-
namical behavior of a scale-free complex neuronal network. Our objective is to
determine the optimal conditions in which the information is propagated in the neu-
ronal network, in terms of the network topology, the noise properties, the informa-
tion characteristics, etc. Specifically, we will be concentrated in a tonic neuron, the
source of information, and study what are the effects of the topology in the propa-
gation of the information to other neurons.
1.1 Justification of the research
The brain is the most complex living structure known. This single organ controls
all body activities, ranging from heart rate and sexual function to emotion, learning
and memory [1]. It shapes our thoughts, hopes, dreams, imagination and abstract
thinking. In short, the brain is what makes us human.
How the brain processes computation, retain memory or feel emotions, is still
not well understood, but a lot of progress have been made towards the understand-
ing of brain function. Improvements in computation power and new technologies,
during the last decade, have supplied the tools to study more deeply the information
processing in the brain. This century will be the century of the brain. Some of the
7
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advantages we can get from these neurological studies are a better understand-
ing of how different brain illnesses emerge and how they affect us. Neuroscience
may allow us to prevent or cure illnesses, such as the Alzheimer’s disease [2, 3],
epilepsy [4] or schizophrenia [5]. Furthermore, we can expect improvements in the
field of technology that will direct us to unimaginable human-machine interactions.
But the most important thing is that it will lead us to a better acknowledge of our-
selves, by a better understanding of the most important organ that differentiates us
from the rest of the living beings.
1.2 State of the art
This study is focused in the ability of neural networks to transmit information in
terms of the topological and noise characteristics. Noise has been considered in
the past as a phenomenon that plays a destructive role in the information propaga-
tion. However, noise can improve the transmission of the information in dynamical
systems with specific characteristics. This phenomenon is called stochastic res-
onance. Stochastic resonance in neuroscience has been studied theoretically in
many contexts, such as in sub-cellular levels [6]; in background activity of neocorti-
cal pyramidal neurons [7]; and in phasic1 neurons [8].
Furthermore, there are several experimental studies that verify that the brain
processes the information in a noisy environment. For example, Levin and Miller
demonstrated that "Broadband stochastic resonance is manifest in the peripheral
layers of neural processing in a simple sensory system, and that it plays a role
over a wide range of biologically relevant stimulus parameters" [9]. Ward realized
a series of experiments that also highlight the existence of stochastic resonance
in the brain: "We measured the 40-Hz transient response of the human auditory
cortex to brief pure tones"..."and we found that added noise enhanced the response
and increased the synchronization between alpha and gamma regions..." [10].
These experiments not only demonstrates the existence of noise in the brain,
theoretically and experimentally, they also leads us to expect that noise plays an
1Phasic neurons show transient responses regardless of stimulus amplitude or duration. Unlike
phasic neurons, tonic neurons show sustained responses accordingly to stimulus amplitude and du-
ration.
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important role in information transmission and processing. However, how the topol-
ogy of the neural networks, in conjunction with noise, affects to the propagation and
processing of the information has not been studied in detail yet.
1.3 Scope
This document is divided in three parts:
In Part I, "Technical information", we specify the justification of the study, the
state of the art, the scope of the research and the required specifications.
In Part II, "Complex networks and noise in neuroscience: an introduction", we
introduce the basic neuroscience concepts to understand the work of this project,
explaining, for example, the types of models used to represent neural networks.
We explain what is a neuron and which considerations we have in mind to simplify
its behavior considering that they are perturbed by noise. Furthermore, complex
networks and mathematical concepts to characterize them and to analyze them
will be exposed. And, finally, we explain the stochastic resonance phenomenon, in
which we will focus our dynamical study, and its advantages.
In Part III, "Numerical methods and results", we describe the main characteris-
tics of the program developed to do the calculations and we expose all the results
obtained, for small to large networks. To conclude the project, we finish with the
conclusions and further work.
In the last part, the Appendices, we provide the source code of the program
developed and the study costs.
1.4 Required specifications
Two different limitations exist for the development of the research. We have a fixed
amount of time and computer facilities to be used. With these resources we have
to develop a computer code that satisfies the following specifications:
• It has to be sufficiently precise to obtain accurate results and to be numerically
9
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stable.
• It has to be portable, allowing future reutilization.
• It has to be flexible, allowing to implement different kinds of neural network
simulations and input parameters.
• In the network simulations the neurons will be the nodes and the synapses
will be the edges of the network.
• A method to solve differential equations with additive noise is required. We will
consider white Gaussian noise, but other types of noise should be possible to
be implemented.
• The parameters used for the characterization of the neurons have to be real-
istic.
• In large networks, the topology must follow a scale-free law.
10
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Chapter 2
Basic neuroscience concepts
In this chapter we are going to introduce the basic concepts needed to understand
the present study. We will explain some basic brain facts, the parts of nerve cells
and how they transmit and process the information. Although other cells in the brain
called glial cells exist, and they act mostly as a support elements that bring structure
and consistency to the brain. We are not going to add detailed information about
them in our model because they are not relevant for the study of the information
abilities of the brain.
2.1 The brain
The brain is the main organ of the nervous system in all vertebrate and some inver-
tebrate animals. The human brain has a volume of around 1500cm3, being then,
one of the largest of terrestrial mammals. It is divided in different parts, each of
them with different functions. The cerebral cortex is the most external part of the
brain, and the inner parts are formed by other structures, such as the thalamus,
the hypothalamus, the hippocampus, the corpus callosum, the brain stem and the
cerebellum (see Fig. 2.1) [1].
The human brain is extremely complex. It has between 15 to 33 billion neurons
in the cerebral cortex [12]. This part of the brain, the cortex, can be divided further
in several layers. A typical man has an average synaptic density of 12.9 × 108
12
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Figure 2.1: Important
structures in the human
brain: The thalamus,
the hypothalamus, the
hippocampus, the cor-
pus callosum, the brain
stem and the cerebellum.
From [11].
synapses per cubic millimeter and a typical women has 8.6 × 108 synapses per
cubic millimeter [13]. Thus the brain, in average, has around 2 × 1015 synapses.
The cortex is typically divided into two hemispheres and four lobes (see Fig. 2.2).
Though in general this simplification lacks the precision of specifying the detailed
spatial locations, it is, nevertheless, useful for discussing general brain anatomy or
position lesions in general areas of the brain. Functions such as vision, audition
and speech are distributed in many different brain regions. Besides, some regions
of the brain are associated with more than one function. All these regions are
connected through the white matter which is not part of the cortex.
The primary function of the brain is to control the actions of the subject. To
do this, it has sources of external information coming from the sensory organs.
Sensory signals may stimulate an immediate response in some extremal cases,
as recognizing danger for the survival of the individual. Also, they may modulate
different patterns of activity, as for example, depending on the light-dark cycles
corresponding to the sleep-wake behavior of the organism [14].
The brain is an outstanding powerful, energy efficient, self-learning, self-repairing
computer, but at the same time, it is also immensely complex. However, there ex-
ists a project that pretends to reproduce artificially, by sheer computational power,
the totality of the human brain from the microscopic level of description. It is called
13
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[htb]
Figure 2.2: Brain viewed
from the right side showing
the 4 major cerebral lobes.
From [15].
"The Human Brain Project" [16]. This project is also related to the "The Blue Brain
Project" that succeeded in modeling the rat cortical column1, demonstrating the
feasibility of the project general strategy, and acting as a first step.
A very surprising thing is that the brain exhibits an outstanding computational
power even in a extremely noisy environment. Brain noise is a term used by neu-
roscientists to describe the random activity that occurs in the brain and that has
been though, traditionally, not to play an important role for mental function. Randy
McIntosh recalls that previous intuitive notions of brain behavior would suggest that
noise lowers his intensity as children become adults [18], but recent research dis-
covered that "brain maturation not only leads to more stable and accurate behavior
in the performance of a memory task, but correlates with increased brain signal
variability" [18]. This directs us to realize that further research has to be done to
know how exactly this noise can affect the performance of the brain.
2.2 The neuron
The brain is composed by neurons, specialized cells, designed to process and
transmit information to other nerve cells, muscle or gland cells. The neuron is the
basic working unit of the brain and consists of a cell body containing the nucleus
and an electricity-conducting fiber, the axon (see Fig. 2.3), followed by the nerve
terminals. Synapses are the contact points where one neuron communicates with
1A cortical column is a group of neurons in the brain cortex which can be successively penetrated
by a probe inserted perpendicularly to the cortical surface [17].
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another. Dendrites extend to the neuron soma and receive messages from presy-
naptic neurons [1].
Figure 2.3: Basic neuron parts. From left to right: dendrites, which collect other neuron
impulses; the cell body, where the nucleus is allocated; the axon, the channel that sends
the information to the postsynaptic cell; and finally the synapse, the union between the two
cells needed for the communication. From [19].
2.3 Information transmission and processing in the brain
Neurons send the electrical impulses to other neurons through their axons. At the
end of the axon branches, there are the synapses of the neuron, which allocate
the vesicles filled with the neurotransmitters2 (see Fig. 2.4). When the synapses
are electrically stimulated, the vesicles open and send the neurotransmitters to the
dendrites of the postsynaptic neuron. The receptors in the dendrites act as the
input device, collecting all incoming signals from the other neurons and sending
them to the soma. The soma generates an output signal following a non-linear
law and sends the electrical impulses to the axons. In this way, input signals are
processed and transmitted.
In the membrane resides the ability of the neuron to fire spikes. A small dif-
ference in the membrane voltage produced by a stimulus strong enough to pass
the threshold results in a depolarization and repolarization, followed by a refractory
period. During the refractory period input spikes has nearly no effect on the mem-
brane potential (see Fig. 2.5). Finally, after a few milliseconds, the neuron achieves
2Chemical messengers.
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Figure 2.4: The synapse
receives the incoming
spikes from the axon and
open the synaptic vesicles
that sends the neurotrans-
mitters to receptors in the
the postsynaptic dendrites.
From [20].
again the initial resting state. In this way, a neuron may be able to fire impulses
hundreds of times every second [21].
Figure 2.5: When the stimu-
lus is strong enough to pass the
threshold, a depolarization and
repolarization occur followed by
a refractory period, where in-
put spikes have nearly no ef-
fect on the membrane poten-
tial. Finally, after a few millisec-
onds, the membrane potential
achieves the initial resting state.
From [22].
When neurons receive spikes form other neurons, input signals in their synapse
in an increase of the firing rate for excitatory receptors, or a decrease of firing rate
for inhibitory receptors. In our research we will only focus in excitatory neurons.
16
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Types of neural models
There exist different approaches to study the brain. It is possible to direct the stud-
ies in more general way dividing the brain in functional parts and studying them
with tools as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)1. Also it is possible to
have a more detailed, approach studying single neurons and the interaction they
have with other neurons in such a way that, together, they form a neuronal network.
Another point of view to study the brain is to focus in controlling a collection of neu-
rons of a living organism, setting them into firing spikes and observe their dynamics
and compare it to the behavior of the organism2. So, the range of possibilities for
the study of the brain is wide. To research the noise and topology effect in brain
dynamics we chose the single neuron models, in particular, neuronal networks.
In the sections below we explain different models that are currently used in the
neuroscience community to describe brain dynamics.
1MRI is a medical imaging technique used to visualize detailed internal structures of the brain.
2Gero Miesenböck is the principal architect of the emerging field of "optogenetics", which develops
genetic strategies for observing and controlling the function of brain circuits with light. He uses these
optical approaches to read and change the neural systems of fruit flies (and other species); his current
research focuses on the structure and dynamics of circuits involved in sensory processing, memory,
action selection, and motor pattern generation [23].
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3.1 Neural mass models
Due to the complexity of the brain and the immensely large number of neurons that
we have to deal with to have a model close to reality, the approach of modeling
large numbers of neurons as a group appeared. This type of models are called
"Neural mass models" or "Neural field models", and it is an important tool in the
study of neural oscillations and in the description of spatio-temporal evolution of
variables such as the mean firing rate. The idea of the neural field models is to
take the density of neurons to a continuum limit, resulting in spatially continuous
neuronal networks. The modeling approach to do it is to approximate a group of
neurons by its average properties and interactions [24].
An advantage of this type of model is that it is simpler and easier to analyze
compared to spiking neurons (see Sec. 3.2). Furthermore, it averages not only the
dynamics but the network itself, in other studies this could be an advantage, but in
our present work the objective is to determine the influence of the topology of the
network in noisy environments. Even though neural mass models are an interesting
approach for modeling large networks, they are not useful for our purposes.
3.2 Neural networks and single neuron models
The objective of single neuron models is to determine the dynamics of a neuron in a
detailed way focusing on different parameters at microscopic scales. To predict the
response of a single neuron, we need a dynamical model that describes its behav-
ior. There are different single neuron models that use different kinds of parameters
and equations, but all of them want to predict, given an input of the neuron, its out-
put. The input can be induced by other neuron spikes or by an external input signal
(e.g the light, in our eyes, acts as an external input for the neurons in the retina,
then the optical nerves send the information to other neurons in the brain).
Different models have been proposed to explain the behavior of neurons. These
models describe different variables, but all of them have in common that the most
important dynamical variable to monitor is the membrane voltage of the neuron.
Neural network models focus in the signal transmission between neurons. Nor-
18
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mally, one uses a sufficiently detailed model that explains the dynamics of a single
neuron, but not so detailed that would require unwieldy computational time. In the
next section we explain the Hodgkin and Huxley model as a very detailed model,
and the Integrate and Fire (IF) model as the model that we will use for our simula-
tions.
3.2.1 Hodgkin and Huxley model
Electrical currents that pass through ion channels in the cell membrane provoke ac-
tion potentials. Hodgkin and Huxley, in 1952, realized a series of experiments on the
giant axon of the squid with the aim to measure these currents. They described the
dynamics in terms of differential equations which describe the dynamical behavior
of the membrane potential in terms of numerous ion channels, different synapses,
and the specific spatial geometry [21]. The equations for this model are:
Cv˙ (t) = gl [vL − v (t)] +
+ gNam(t)3g(t)[vNa − v (t)] +
+ gKn(t)4(vK )−
− v (t) + I (3.1)
m˙(t) =
m∞(v (t))−m(t)
τm(v (t))
(3.2)
h˙(t) =
h∞(v (t))− h(t)
τh(v (t))
(3.3)
n˙(t) =
n∞(v (t))− n(t)
τn(v (t))
(3.4)
Where v (t) is the membrane potential, m(t), and h(t), and n(t) represent empirical
variables describing the activation and inactivation of the ionic conductances. I is an
external current. The steady-state values of the conductance variables m∞,h∞,n∞
have a nonlinear voltage dependence, typically through sigmoidal or exponential
functions [25].
19
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3.2.2 Integrate and Fire model
The objective of this study is to analyze how and when stochastic resonance is
present in complex neural networks, and how topology modifies the dynamics of the
networks. For this reason, our chosen model has to be one that explains sufficiently
the behavior of the neuron, but simply enough to be computationally feasible. We
are more interested in their sequence of spikes, than describing the spikes in a
very detailed manner. Furthermore, the model should allow the inclusion of noise
applied to the membrane potential, which will be useful because we will experiment
with endogenous noise. The Integrate and Fire model, introduced by Lapicque, in
1907 [26], has the characteristics we want and has the advantage that is a simple
model that will reduce the computational time required for the simulations. The
equations for the model are [25]:
dV (t)
dt
=

V (t)
τm
+ Iext + Isyn(t) + Dξ(t), 0 < v (t) < Vth
V (t+0 ) = 0. V (t
−
0 ) = Vth,
(3.5)
Isyn(t) = g
∑
spikes
f (t − tspike) (3.6)
and
f (t) = exp(−t/τ1)− exp(−t/τ2). (3.7)
Where:
• v (t) is the neuron membrane potential.
• Vth is the threshold for spike generation.
• Iext is an external stimulus current.
• Isyn is the sum of the synaptic currents.
• D is the noise intensity.
20
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• ξ(t) represents Gaussian white noise with 〈ξ〉 = 0 and 〈ξ(t)ξ(t ′)〉 = 2δ(t − t ′).
• τ1 and τ2 are time constants characterizing the synaptic currents.
• τm is the membrane time constant.
• g is the strength of the connection between two neurons.
A spike occurs when v (t) reaches the threshold Vth, after which the cell potential
is reset to the resting potential [25]. This spike is sent to the postsynaptic neurons
which receive an input current given by the Eq. (3.6) integrating this synaptic signal
which appears in Eq. (3.5). Notice that Eq. (3.6) depends on f (t − tspike), where the
difference in the argument of this function is between the actual time and the time
when the spike occurred. The function f (t) is described in the Eq. (3.7).
We know that the units of the variables in Eq (3.5) are not consistent if we
consider the intensities in Amperes. Here we consider the intensity as intensity
divided by capacitance, and thus its units are A/F , or a submultiple of it. This
happens for both intensities, the external current, Iext , and the synaptic current
Isyn. Notice that Isyn is directly dependent of the synaptic weight, thus g, has the
same units as I. Although these units are not standard, they are commonly used in
neuroscience community for the IF model and we will adopt them here.
The Equation (3.5) describes the behavior of the membrane potential, V (t). As
the time passes and the neuron receives different incoming spikes, the voltage of
the membrane potential is modified by them, augmenting it, up to a point where it
can reach the voltage threshold, Vth. In a neural network, all neurons have connec-
tions with other neurons and the spikes are sent through the whole network. We
will use this model that describes the dynamical behavior of a single neuron, and
we will connect a number of neurons to form a complex network, to study the its dy-
namics. We will explain, in the next chapter, the basic concepts involving complex
networks.
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Complex networks
The brain is a complex network. It is formed by billions of neurons connected among
them in very complex architectures. For this reason, we need a good characteriza-
tion of networks. In this chapter we explain the properties of complex networks.
A network is a set of items, called vertices or nodes, with connections between
them, called edges. Systems taking the form of networks (also called "graphs" in
much of the mathematical literature) are ubiquitous in nature and technology.
Complex networks describe a wide range of systems in nature and society. Fre-
quently cited examples include the cell, a network of chemicals linked by chemical
reactions, and the Internet, a network of routers, computers connected by physi-
cal links, transports networks, electricity grids or commerce networks. While tra-
ditionally these systems have been modeled as random graphs, it is increasingly
recognized that the topology and evolution of real networks are governed by robust
organizing principles [27].
During the las decade, the study of complex networks has grown by a large
degree, thanks to the improvements of better computed facilities, large databases
and powerful and reliable data analysis tools. The recent breakthrough in the under-
standing of real complex networks revealed that, despite the inherent differences,
most of the real networks have similar topological characteristics. Small charac-
teristic path lengths, high clustering coefficients and presence of motifs1 are for
1Frequent connectivity patterns.
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instance, relatively common properties in real complex networks [28].
4.1 Types of networks
We distinguish the types of networks by the way in which we generate them, or
by their different characteristics. Here we discuss the most significant types of
networks.
4.1.1 Regular networks and random networks
Regular networks form a homogeneous pattern of connected neighbors. There
exist multitude of regular networks. Usually regular networks show a high clustering
Figure 4.1: Regular network:
trigonal lattice. There can exist
multitude of different lattices as
squared lattices, or any polygo-
nal lattice.
coefficient (see Sec. 4.2.5) and high shortest path length (see Sec. 4.2.6). They
are used very often in numerical calculations.
Contrary to regular networks, the generation of random networks involve a ran-
dom process. Random graphs were first defined by Paul Erdos and Alfréd Rényi,
in 1959 [29]. They usually have lower shortest path length than regular networks,
and low clustering coefficient.
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4.1.2 Small world property
Many technological, biological, and social networks lie somewhere between these
two extremes above, fully random or fully regular. The neural network of the worm
"Caenorhabditis elegans", the power grid and the collaboration graph of film actors
are shown to be small-world networks [30]. The fact that they are in between of ran-
dom and regular networks, lead to the characteristic that they present low shortest
paths distributions. This means that to go from one node to another (in a directed
or undirected graph) it requires a low number of steps. This phenomenon is known
as well as "small-world" property.
4.1.3 Scale-free networks
Observing nature motivated the need to construct graphs with specific distributions
of the number of links to which a node belongs (which is known as the node’s de-
gree). Random graphs would have a normal law in their degree distribution while
scale-free graphs have power-law degree distributions [28](see Fig. 4.2). We de-
note the latter graphs as static scale-free networks, although they only have their
degree distributions scale-free, they can have scales present in other network prop-
erties. It seems that the brain has this type of networks. For this reason we are
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Figure 4.2: Power-law in-degree
distribution of a scale free network
with 10.000 nodes and 12.462
edges. The probability function is:
P(kin) = 6495.8k−2.639
going to use scale-free networks for the research in large complex networks. Scale-
free networks may have small-world properties.
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4.2 Network characterization
The material in this section is intended to serve as a brief explanation of the recent
developments in the characterization and modeling of the structural properties of
complex networks. We shall first introduce definitions and notations, and discuss
the basic quantities used to describe the topology of a network.
Some commonly used terms are explained below [28]:
• Vertex: The fundamental unit of a network, also called a node.
• Edge: The line connecting two vertices, also called a link.
• Directed/undirected: An edge is directed if it has only one direction, and undi-
rected if it has both directions. A graph is directed if all of its edges are
directed.
• Degree: The number of edges connected to a vertex. A directed graph has
both an in-degree and an out-degree for each vertex, which are the numbers
of incoming and outgoing edges respectively.
• Component: The set of vertices that forms a unique network. In a directed
graph a vertex has both an in-component and an out-component, which are
the sets of vertices from which the vertex can be reached and which can be
reached from it.
• Geodesic path: A geodesic path is the shortest path through the network from
one vertex to another. Note that there may be and often there is more than
one geodesic path between two vertices.
• Diameter: The diameter of a network is the length (in number of edges) of the
longest geodesic path between any two vertices.
4.2.1 Adjacency matrix
We need a mathematical tool to represent the topology of the network and to know
which connections the neurons have between each other. We use a weighted
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connectivity matrix, the adjacency matrix. This matrix will be n × n, where n is
the number of neurons we have on the network.
Example: 
0 0 0
0 0 0
7.45 5.45 0

In the example above, we have three neurons (N0, N1 and N2). N0 has a
weighted directed link to N2 of intensity 7.45, similarly N1 to N2 with intensity 5.45.
Notice that the elements in the diagonal represent that a neuron has a connection
with itself. Although in the brain there exist some of these connections, they are
very rare and are not going to be part of the study.
4.2.2 Node degree and degree distributions
The degree (or connectivity) ki of a node i is the number of edges connected with
the node. If the graph is directed, the degree of the node has two components:
the number of outgoing links, out-degree, kouti , and the number of ingoing links, in-
degree, k ini . The total degree is defined as ki = k
out
i +k
in
i . The most basic topological
characterization of a graph G can be obtained in terms of the degree distribution
P(k ), defined as the probability that a node chosen at random has degree k .
A plot of P(k ) for any given network can be formed by making a histogram of
the degrees of the vertices of the network. This histogram is the degree distribution
for the network. Erdos and Rényi, studied random graphs in which each edge
is present or absent with equal probability, and denoted its degree distribution as
Poisson [31]. Real networks are very different from the random distribution. Far
from having a Poisson distribution, the degrees of the vertices in most networks are
highly spread, meaning that their distribution has a long tail of values that are far
above from the mean [30].
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4.2.3 Neighbor out-degree
Another parameter that describes node characteristics is the neighbor out-degree.
This parameter measures, given a current node, its neighbors’ amount of outgoing
connections. This will give us a second order degree of the out-degree connectivity,
so high values of neighbors out-degree means high connectivity.
4.2.4 Degree correlation, assortativity
The degree correlation, or assortativity, measures the preferential attachment a
node has to make his connections with other nodes. A network where hubs are
highly connected between them, and low degree nodes are as well highly con-
nected between them, would represent a high assortative network. A network
where low degree nodes are connected with high degree nodes, is a low assor-
tative network. Several different ways of quantifying degree correlations have been
proposed, but we focus on the Newman characterization that reduces the assor-
tativity to a single number, by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient of the
degrees at both ends of an edge [32]. This gives a single number that should be
positive for assortatively mixed networks and negative for disassortative ones.
Apparently it seems that all social networks measured are assortative, and the
other networks as information networks, technological networks, and biological net-
works appear to be disassortative [31].
4.2.5 Clustering
Clustering, also known as transitivity, is a property of the network that measures
the number of triangles (sets of three vertices connected to each of the others) that
the network has. The clustering coefficient for one node (local clustering) can be
quantified by [33]:
Ci =
ni
ki (ki − 1)/2
(4.1)
Where ki is the degree of the vertex, ni is the total number of connections be-
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tween its nearest neighbors.
In Fig. 4.3 we show an example of clustering coefficients for different networks.
For example, in the middle case the left node has a degree k = 3 and the number
of connections among the neighbors is n = 1, thus using the Eq. (4.1) we obtain a
local clustering of c = 1/3.
Figure 4.3: Different local clustering coefficient
The clustering coefficient of the whole network is defined as:
C =
〈ni〉
〈ki (ki − 1)/2〉
(4.2)
Varying the clustering coefficient of a network can change completely his infor-
mation propagation capacity. For this reason this parameter will be very important
in our simulations.
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Figure 4.4: Left: Low clustering network. Right: High clustering network.
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We can see the differences between two networks with same number of nodes
and edges but different clustering in Fig. 4.4. The high clustering network reveals a
more "regular" pattern than the network of low clustering.
4.2.6 Shortest paths
Another network characteristic is the distribution of shortest paths lengths. In some
networks, particularly from some nodes, it is impossible to reach every other node,
or be reached by every other node. However, the reachable nodes have different
paths to reach them. Some of this paths are smaller than the others, they are
called shortest paths. If we make a histogram (see Fig. 4.5) counting the number of
shortest paths for every node, we have the shortest path distribution. In Fig. 4.5 we
show an example of a distribution of shortest path length of a scale-free network of
105 nodes. Notice that the distribution is not symmetric with a mean shortest path
length of 11.
Low assortative networks tend to have high values for the shortest path dis-
tribution.We have to mention that nodes without outgoing links are not taken into
account in the process of the construction of the shortest path distribution.
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Figure 4.5: Shortest path length distribution example of a scale-free network of 10.000
nodes.
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Noise in the brain
5.1 The concept of stochastic resonance
The term stochastic resonance was introduced in the statistical physics community
in the early 1980s. It refers to situations in which the presence of additive noise
allows a better detection of periodic input signals. These input signals have the
characteristic that are subthreshold signals of the dynamical system. Subthreshold
signals are normally undetectable, but using noise they can be detectable. Typi-
cally, in stochastic resonance systems, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) exhibits a
detectable variation as the intensity of the noise is varied [34]. In other words, in
nonlinear systems that display stochastic resonance, the detection of weak signals
is enhanced by the presence of noise. So, lower values of noise are not suffi-
cient to enhance the signal, and higher values, produce very noisy output signals.
Thus, the system becomes a more sensitive detector when the appropriate amount
of noise is added [35, 36]. Stochastic resonance may be used in weak electrical
signal detection or input frequency transmission in analogical systems as in [37].
However, transmitting the same frequency from one origin to the target neuron
does not mean that the brain is actually processing or storing information. Mc-
Donnell and Ward proposed a general term to quantify the better performance due
to added noise [38]. They propose the term "stochastic facilitation", to describe
all biologically relevant noise benefits in the nervous system, including stochastic
resonance, including in such a term previous studies that quantify the noise as a
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mechanism that helps the information transmission [6–10]. The new term includes
a wider range of mechanisms to quantify the advantages of noise, as the working
scales range from single neurons to the whole nervous system.
Therefore, our aim is not only to transmit one given frequency from one neuron
to another, but we want to observe what characteristics of the network, the topology
and the noise, lead to different dynamical behavior in the whole network.
In the next section we will explain the noise description which will be included in
our simulations.
5.2 Stochastic resonance in neural systems
Neurons modeled with the Hodgkin-Huxley or with the Integrate-and-Fire model
can be stimulated with a strong constant current, generating a regular sequence of
spikes. However, spike trains of typical neurons in vivo show regular and irregular
behavior. Whether the irregularity is the sign of noise or of a rich code is at present
an open question [21, 39].
Holt et al. (1996) recorded the activity of neurons from the visual cortex of a cat
in vivo and in vitro. They found that "in neocortical slices, the majority of neurons
fire quite regularly in response to constant current injections. But neurons in the
intact animal fire irregularly in response to constant current injection as well as to
visual stimuli." [40]. However, the spike trains, vary considerably from trial to trial,
for experiments in the same conditions repeated several times. Furthermore, the
very same neuron is spontaneously active if no external stimulus is applied.
Are these experiments a convincing evidence of the existence of noise in the
central nervous system? The above observations refers to a whole neural network,
thus the cortical neuron recorded has also received inputs from other neurons be-
sides external inputs. In fact, the effective input to this neuron is basically unknown.
The reader may ask where the noise actually comes from and there is not a
single answer to this question. The noise in the brain comes from different sources,
including ion-channel noise and background noise resulting from all the spikes pro-
duced by millions of other neurons or cellular activity. In our simulations we will
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consider that our neurons are a part of the cortex, and thus they can be affected
by external electrical noise from other neurons of the cortex. Nevertheless, we will
have in mind that the noise sources can come from other parts of the network.
Although ion-channel noise is omnipresent we will not include it in our analysis.
Moreover, other sources of noise such as that involved in the irregularities in signal
transmission will not be included.
5.3 Quantifying the effect of noise
We want to quantify how well the system is responding to noise.
First of all, we start by the definition of the spike count, n(t) which it is defined
as the number of spikes a neuron does in the time interval studied. The stationary
firing rate r0 is the mean number of spikes per unit time, which can be determined
in terms of n(t) averaging in time [41]:
r0 = lim
t→∞
n(t)
t
(5.1)
We are considering a series of time events, the spikes, from t = t0 to t = tN+1
with N spike times ti in between. Then Ti = ti+1 − ti (for i = 1, ... , N) denote the
intervals between subsequent spikes. One may measure the statistics of the inter-
spike interval (ISI), considering the mean ISI 〈T 〉, which is the inverse of the firing
rate:
r0 =
 1
N
N∑
i=1
Ti
−1 = 1〈T 〉 (5.2)
The variability of spike timing is quantified by other measures, the most common
of which is the coefficient of variation (CV ) or R defined as the ratio of the standard
deviation of the inter-spike intervals to its mean:
R =
√
〈∆T 2〉
〈T 〉 (5.3)
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Here 〈T 〉 is the mean and 〈∆T 2〉 = 〈T 2〉 − 〈T 〉2is the variance of the inter-spike
interval. A Poisson process has R = 1 and a strictly periodic spiking has R = 0.
Thus the closer R to zero the more coherent the output.
In our simulations with small networks, we want to obtain the noise intensity that
results in a more coherent output, given a tonic input. Therefore, we will use the
coefficient of variation to measure this coherence. However, in large networks it is
not our main purpose to produce, with the help of noise, a tonic dynamical behavior
of the whole network. In large networks we want to observe the influence of topol-
ogy of a neuronal complex network in presence of noise, which will contribute to
the propagation of information.
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Numerical methods and results
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Chapter 6
The program
The purpose of this chapter is to explain the structure of the program developed and
the tools to fulfill all the requirements for the study. It may also clarify the numerical
methods used, including, for example, how pseudo-random numbers have been
generated and how differential equations have been solved.
There exist a large number of programming languages capable of developing
simulations, but each one has different characteristics.
• Calculus speed: At some point of the study we will have to run simulations
with hundreds of neurons involved and with hundreds of connections between
them, therefore the language used could make a big difference in the time
used to run the totality of the simulations. Therefore, calculating time speed
is of a great importance in this kind of study.
• Ease of programming: The author has no previous background on language
programming, so the language has to be for non-professionals in the field.
• Portability: It is important to have a portable code for future use of the program
in the different software and hardware platforms.
The language chosen has been "C". Although having been developed in the
early years of electronic computing, it is still widely used because of its charac-
teristics. It allows managing the memory efficiently which in some cases can be
frustrating due to the increased work for the programmer but, in exchange, the de-
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veloped programs are noticeably faster than the ones created with other languages.
Another consideration is that, being so commonly used, the community in the inter-
net that supports it is immense.
6.1 Numerical methods
There exist different numerical techniques to solve systems of differential equations.
Runge-Kuta, Euler, and mid-point methods are well known examples, and each of
them exhibits different characteristics. Depending on the precision the method has,
and the computational time we dispose, they are better or worse options to choose.
We explain below the Euler method as a basic numerical method, and the Heun
method, an improved method generalizing the Euler method that shows a better
performance overall.
6.1.1 Euler Method
The Euler method can be used to solve differential equations of the form dydt = f (y , t).
Numerically this equation can be written as:
yn+1 = yn + hf (tn, yn). (6.1)
Where it calculates the next step value yn+1, based on the slope of the function
f (tn, yn), and the current value yn.This method can be numerically unstable, espe-
cially for stiff equations1. The term noise makes our system the membranes of
the neurons, can make our system of differential equations a set of stiff equations.
If we want to use the Euler method we are forced to use really small time steps.
This limitation along with large errors of order h, prevented us from using the Euler
method for our simulations. For this reason, in the next section we introduce the
Heun method as the one that we will use to solve the differential equations.
1Stiff: a system of differential equations that contains variables that work with widely different
characteristic times.
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6.1.2 Heun Method
The Heun algorithm is in fact a second-order Runge-Kutta method [42]. This method
compared to the Euler method is much more precise2. The numerical equations
are:
yi (n + 1) = yi (n) +
1
2
(
fi (y (n)) + fi
(
y˜ (n)
))
h + Xi (6.2)
where y˜ (t) is given by the Euler algorithm
y˜ (n) = yi (n) + fi (y (n))h + Xi (6.3)
and Xi is the noise term (in our simulations Gaussian white noise) at the actual time
step, y (n).
The difference between the Euler method and the Heun method is that the latter
calculates the mean between the slope at the actual and the slope at the next
time step obtained with the Euler method,
(
fi (y (n)) + fi
(
y˜ (n)
))
. This allows a better
estimation of the resulting y (n + 1) because it adds information from a corrected
slope obtained with the Euler contribution y˜ (n)
6.1.3 White noise generation
The problem of noise generation is of a great importance in simulation of stochastic
differential equations. Three important aspects must be kept in mind and ensured:
• Truly random numbers are by definition completely unpredictable, and cannot
therefore be generated by means of a computer algorithm. Computer algo-
rithms are deterministic and their output is always predictable. Nevertheless
there are some special algorithms that appear to produce good stochastic
numbers, these numbers are called pseudorandom numbers. The numbers
generated have to be as "randomly" as possible, which means that no corre-
lation should exist between any two numbers of the generated series.
• The size of the number series generated has to be really long. Consider as
well that long period does not mean good pseudorandom numbers.
2In numerical computation more precision means that the result has less error with the same
time-steps lengths.
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• And the last characteristic, but not the less important one, is the speed time for
the generation of the series of random numbers. It has to be a fast generator
to save computation time.
In our program we are going to use an algorithm for the noise generation, named
RANLUX, from the GNU Scientific Library[43]. Its characteristics fulfill the require-
ments above.
6.2 Program structure
The toolkit that allows us to do the large number of simulations have two different
main parts. The main program, developed specially for this research, and the sup-
plementary tools. The latter are necessary to analyze the results created by the
former or, simply, to create the network that is used in the simulations.
6.2.1 Main program
The main program has been developed with the purpose to solve a single simula-
tion. This simulation has different input parameters that are divided in three different
main parts shown below. They may also coincide with the three different data files
needed to perform it. In Appendix 8.2.1 we show the details of the source code.
• General data: In this file we store different general information.
– nt: number of iterations.
– dt: time-step in ms. In all simulations it will be dt = 0.1ms, enough for
our purposes.
– noutput: Integer that measures how many time-steps are needed to save
the output data in the file.
– tao: Membrane time constant of the neurons, in ms.
– nN: Number of neurons that has the network.
– Thresholdforspike: Voltage threshold to fire a spike, in mV .
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– Noise: 1 (true) 0 (false) if we want to add noise to the system.
– tao1: Decay time constant of spike pulse, in ms. This corresponds to τ1
– tao2: Raise time constant of spike pulse, in ms. This corresponds to τ2
– global_D: Noise added to all neurons in the initial conditions.
– Refractory time: Time of unalterable membrane potential after firing an
spike, in ms.
– Global_Iext: Positive value if we want to inject a desired input current to
every neuron in the network.
– Poisson seed: Seed for Poisson random numbers.
– neur_coincid: Number of neuron spikes coincidences needed to fire the
postsynaptic neuron.
• Input data: This file contains data about the different inputs that can have
every different neuron.
– off: Offset value of the input current, in A/F .
– ampl: Amplitude of sigmoidal signal if needed.
– frequ: Frequency of sigmoidal signal if needed.
– noise: Noise intensity added to the neuron.
– lambda: Lambda value of Poissonian spike train, if needed.
– source: 1 the neuron unalterable by other neuron spikes, 0 the neuron is
alterable by other neuron.
• Network data: Information related to connectivity between neurons.
With the parameters above we are capable to simulate a neuronal network with
different connections between them and different inputs. Once we have the input
parameters, the program calculation procedure is based on the diagram below (see
Fig. 6.1 on page 42).
The main program allows to do a single simulation, nevertheless if we want to
see how a parameter affects the neural network, we need to do a parameter scan,
running n different simulations. Furthermore, if we want to take into account two
different variables and observe how they affect to the dynamics of the network, we
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would need n∗m simulations. But even more, if it is necessary to do it for p multiple
noise realizations, we will have a enormous amount of data that we have to manage
in some way.
This is the reason of the existence of the "Simulation creator" program. It has
been developed to work jointly with the main program and allows a distribution of
the data in different folders and files. This structure of data files make easier to
analyze the results.
In Fig. 6.2 in page 43 we show the flow of the program in different general
process. The whole source code is shown in the appendix 8.2.2.
6.2.2 Supplementary tools
Creating the networks: NetworkX for Python
Complex networks are defined by a large quantity of different parameters. They can
be created with different characteristics and they can take many different forms. To
create a program to generate this numerous complex networks with its different
parameters could be a exhausting task and would take several months to be devel-
oped. For this reason we have selected already created network generators.
There exist different tools or programs that allow to shape the network, such
as for example, Pajek or NetworkX. NetworkX3 (NX) is a rich integrated toolset
for graph creation, manipulation, analysis, and visualization. The user interface is
through scripting command-line provided by Python4. NX includes a large set of
key algorithms, metrics and graph generators.
Although NX has a wide range of custom network generation tools, in our sim-
ulations, it was necessary to vary the cluster coefficient as shown below. NX has
an algorithm to create networks at specific cluster coefficients, but it only creates
undirected networks. For our purpose, this is not acceptable, because the neu-
rons have their axons directed to the other neurons. To solve this we modified the
3NX is an open-source project, in active development since 2004 with an open bug-tracking site,
and user forums. Development is sponsored by Los Alamos National Lab, and includes extensive
unit-testing.
4Python is an object oriented language programming.
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algorithm to achieve directed edges.
Network display: Cytoscape
Once we have the tool to generate networks, the necessity arises to represent the
networks so that we can analyze them. Even though, NetworkX has a visualization
motor, it is not very user-friendly, and we decided to use "Cytoscape" [44]. This tool
is very useful, because it allows a fast interaction and data analysis of the network,
as well as multiple options to display the network.
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Figure 6.1: Program flow of IF_21.exe
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Results
This chapter has three different sections, "Hypotheses and methodology", "Small
networks" and "Large networks". First we intend to explain the general ideas be-
hind the simulations performed. Apart form the technical aspects of the numerical
parameters used and the reasons behind them, we want to introduce the method-
ology used to obtain the results. Behind every simulation there have been many
different test simulations which the reader may need to be explained to have a bet-
ter understanding of the research developed. For the above reasons we include the
"Hypotheses and methodology" section.
Later we consider a small network as one with less than 20 or 30 neurons. In
such small networks there is not enough statistics to define the power-law distribu-
tion that characterizes the scale-free network, or to define characteristics such as
the clustering coefficient. A small change in such networks induce totally different
dynamical behavior. This makes it impossible to characterize the topology of the
network with the parameters described in the chapter 4 (pag.22). Nevertheless,
there are different interesting structures to study that will help to have a better com-
prehension of larger neuronal networks and that are explained in the section "Small
networks".
With the background knowledge obtained from the previous results in small net-
works, we can enter in the scenario of "Large networks". Contrary to the situation
explained above, in these networks there are enough nodes and edges to charac-
terize the network with the parameters explained previously (see Sec.4.2). There
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will be a series of simulations, changing different parameters, with the purpose to
have a better understanding of how the topology and noise affects in the information
propagation through the network.
7.1 Hypotheses and Methodology
First of all, we have to consider the scenario we are working with. It consists in
generating a complex network with different topological parameters, as for example
the number of neurons and synapses, the clustering coefficient or the path distri-
bution. The number of neurons we have in the network affects in a special way the
nonlinear dynamics that takes place. It is feasible to consider different values of the
number of spikes a postsynaptic neuron has to receive at the same time (or coinci-
dences), to provoke an spike. But in a small networks one coincidence to provoke
the spike seems reasonable. Although in the brain the number of coincidences
needed to produce a spike seems to be around 20 or 30, we cannot consider this
in small networks because it is impossible to have 20 coincidences from less than
20 presynaptic connections given the small number of edges in those networks.
Therefore, we have two options, either increasing the number of neurons the net-
work has, or either accepting that one coincidence is enough to trigger a spike.
To increase the number of neurons is a more realistic assumption, but has a disad-
vantage, the computational time needed for the simulations increases considerably.
Then, to simplify, we will consider that one coincidence is enough to produce the
output spike.
The methodology used to do the simulations is to inject an external current
to a single neuron considering homogeneous noise to all neurons, and observe
the dynamics of the whole network. In those conditions requiring more than one
coincidence for the spike generation, will lead to a non-responsive network. The
reason is that having only one spiking periodic neuron as a source, it will send the
information to the neurons is connected with, and then these postsynaptic neurons
have only one receiving incoming source of spikes, leading to a non-spiking neuron,
unless high intensity noise is added. In other words, the network stays silent in this
conditions.
Allowing the possibility of having different sources of information, we should
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decide which number of sources we want, and afterwards run a large number of
simulations equal to the number of combinatory possibilities in pairs that corre-
sponds to the network. For example, in a 300 neurons network, deciding that there
will be two source neurons, there will be 300× 299 different simulations to do. This
amount of calculating time spent to obtain the results is overwhelming and is not a
viable solution for the characterization of the network topology and dynamics. We
will focus on a single tonic neuron.
As a summary, we will have complex networks composed by neurons that only
need one incoming spike and added noise to fire a spike. We will vary the network
topology and the noise intensity to observe the dynamical behavior.
7.2 Small networks
7.2.1 One-neuron behavior
Using the IF model (see Sec.3.2.2 in page 20) we can calculate membrane voltage
of the neuron as time evolves including noise in the system.
First of all we are going to show the behavior of a single neuron without noise
to have a better understanding of its dynamics. The simplest thing we can do with
one neuron is to inject an external input current and see how the state of the neuron
changes. As we see in Fig. 7.1 none of the input currents is sufficient to make the
neuron fire. The limit of the Vthreshold is reached for Iext = 2.00A/F . Higher values
of Iext than the threshold will lead to a spike.
The neuron is going to spike more rapidly as we increase the injected external
current. We show in Fig. 7.2 the relation between the Iext and the mean period T ,
also called the mean Inter-Spike Interval (ISI). The exact values can be obtained
analytically:
dV
dt
=
−V
τ
+ Iext (7.1)∫ V1
V0
1
V − Iextτ dV =
∫ t1
t0
dt
−τ
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Figure 7.1: Voltage evolu-
tion for different external input
currents.Vth = 10mV,τ = 5.0ms
ln(V − Iextτ )|V1V0 =
t0 − t1
τ
V1 = (V0 − Iextτ )e
t0−t1
τ + Iextτ (7.2)
where TISI = t1 − t0 is the inter-spike interval.
For t0 = 0ms and V0 = 0mV we show in the next equation the dependence of
ISI, τ and Iext , being V1 = Vthreshold :
Vthreshold
Iextτ
= 1− e
TISI
τ (7.3)
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Figure 7.2: The period T , also
named inter-spike interval (ISI),
tends to infinite for Iext tending
to 2.0+. ISI tends to zero for Iext
tending to infinite
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7.2.2 Two-neuron interaction
The axon and synapses play a crucial role in the communications of neurons. In
the networks we represent this connection with an edge between two nodes, that
represent the neurons. The weight of the edge indicates the strength of the con-
nectivity within the two neurons (see Fig. 7.3). In the next section we explain the
considerations regarding the edge weight.
node0 node1
Figure 7.3: Simple connection scheme.
Critical weight connection
The critical weight for the link is the weight for which the spike of the pre-synaptic
neuron is able to trigger a post-synaptic spike. In this simulation the network matrix
is the following:  0 0
g 0

The variable g represents the weight of the link (see IF model, Sec. 3.2.2 in page.20).
The simulation parameters are: τ = 5.0ms, Vth = 10.0mV . τ1 = 3.0ms ,τ2 = 0.1ms,
Iext = 2.01A/F and time steps dt = 0.1ms.
In Fig. 7.4 we observe that, for a weak strength of the synapsis, the membrane
potential is raised to a sub-threshold level of voltage. As we increase the strength,
the interaction becomes stronger up to a point (at g = 7.45A/F ) where the mem-
brane potential of neuron 1, is enough to make the neuron fire. Furthermore, the
critical weight is directly proportional to the external current in the postsynaptic neu-
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ron Iext . Having, for example, an Iext that stabilizes the neuron at 60% of its Vthreshold ,
the critical weight will have the value of 40% of the previous weight (7.45A/F ). So
the contribution of Iext in conjunction with the contribution of an incoming spike will
be enough to cross the threshold value, Vth, and then fire the spike. This is a non-
trivial concept since we are working in a non-linear regime, moreover, we will use
this direct relation between the parameters in the future simulations. A high sub-
threshold Iext value in all the neurons in the network means that they are already
excited and they will fire spikes easier.
Signal transmission without noise
Focusing in the signal transmission between two neurons, we can see the dynamics
of this system. In the next simulation a neuron N0 has a directed connection to an-
other neuron N1 (see 7.3). Furthermore, N0 has an external input of Iext = 2.01A/F
and N1 is partially excited with an Iext = 1.7A/F (the membrane voltage stabilizes
at a subthreshold value) and is affected by the received electrical signal from the
spikes of N0. We will add later some noise and this additional input will trigger
spikes in this configuration. These are the basics of stochastic resonance.
We calculate below the adjacency matrix, where the edge weight has been
determined in such a way that when N1 is stabilized by the external current and
receives a spike from N0, it does not trigger an spike. The additional contribution
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Neuron Iext [A/F ] Noise intensity D[A/F ]
0 2.001 0
1 1.7 0
Table 7.1: Parameters of the simulation: Signal transmission
of the noise term is needed to be able to produce the output signal. The membrane
potential reaches 95% of Vth. As we observed in the previous section, the critical
weight for un-excited neurons is gcrit = 7.45A/F . Then, to reach 95% of Vth in terms
of given Iext , we calculate the new edge weight according to:
g0−1 = 0.95gcrit
I thresholdext − Ipostsynapticext
I thresholdext Zcoincidences
. (7.4)
Where I thresholdext is the value of the external current that produces a stabilization
of the membrane potential exactly at Vthreshold . I
postsynaptic
ext is the external current in-
jected to the non-tonic neuron, in this case Ipostsynapticext = 1.7A/F . Zcoincidences refers
to the number of coincidences a neuron needs to fire a spike, as we mentioned in
the "Hypotheses and methodology" (p.45).
The adjacency matrix obtained in this way is then: 0 0
1.061 0

In Table 7.1 we show the parameters used for the simulation, the remaining
parameters being τ = 5.0ms, Vth = 10.0mV . The synaptic currents sent through
axon, Isyn, have different shapes (see Sec.3.2.2) according to the time constants ,
τ1 = 3.0ms that corresponds to the decay time constant and τ2 = 0.1ms the raising
time constant of the spike. The parameters used have been extracted from [45].
In Fig. 7.5 we have the evolution of the membrane potential of the neuron N0 on
the left, and of N1 on the right. N0 is only being affected by an external input current
Iext = 2.001A/F , charging its membrane potential until it reaches Vth, then it fires a
spike that discharges the membrane potential to its resting state 0.0mV . The spike
is sent to N1, that is being affected by both currents, the external Iext = 1.7A/F
and the synaptic current from N0. In the right figure, the synaptic current arrives
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Figure 7.5: Left: N0 voltage its only affected by the input current. Right: N1 membrane
voltage altered by N0 spikes
Neuron Iext [A/F ] Noise intensity D[A/F ]
0 2.001 0
1 0 D
Table 7.2: Parameters of the simulation: Stochastic resonance with endogen noise.
periodically and raises its voltage, reaching the subthreshold value. Notice that the
injected external current in N1 stabilizes the membrane potential at 85%. So N1
does not reach the threshold. To do it, it needs the extra contribution of noise.
Stochastic resonance with endogenous noise
In the previous simulation we observed that the postsynaptic neuron was not firing
spikes. However, adding endogenous noise will provoke a variability in the mem-
brane voltage, sufficiently to reach supra-threshold values. As shown in the last
simulation, the first neuron is going to fire spikes periodically at a rate of T = 38ms,
corresponding to Iext = 2.001A/F , sending the spikes to the postsynaptic neuron
(see Table 7.2). However, now we consider this additional stochastic term of in-
tensity D. In Figure 7.6, we observe that the variabilities in the membrane voltage
produced by the endogenous noise are sufficient to provoke spikes in the postsy-
naptic neuron. Furthermore, the more noise is added, the more coherent output N1
produces if noise is not excessively large. For higher intensity of the noise N1 fires
stochastically.
As we stated in the Eq.(7.4) to have an edge weight, g, that produces a sub-
threshold raise of the membrane voltage will require specific values for the external
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Figure 7.6: Left: Noise is not sufficiently strong to produce more than one spike in N1
(noise intensity D = 0.01A/F). Right: For a higher intensity of noise the postsynaptic
neuron, N1, fires almost at the same rate as N0. (D = 0.05A/F)
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Figure 7.7: Coefficient
of variation of the ISI
in neuron N1 depend-
ing on edge weight
between N0 and N1
(in percentage of gcrit )
and noise intensity of
N1. We observe a
minimum of CV inside
the lighter region form-
ing a tongue in blue
color. For higher and
lower noise intensity
the spike rate has more
variability. This is a
signature of the phe-
nomenon of stochastic
resonance
current. Thus, g and Iext are related and tuned to maintain the saturating membrane
voltage at 95%. In Fig. 7.7 we show the coefficient of variation keeping the number
of coincidences to one. Notice that for one coincidence, the condition of stochastic
resonance to be in a near-threshold value of the membrane potential has to be
fulfilled, thus Iext and g are dependent. Furthermore, we observe that noise plays
a role in the information propagation. For too low or too high noise intensities
the variability of the spike rates in the second neuron is high. However, for an
intermediate noise intensity the propagation is optimal. We also observe that as we
decrease the edge weights, the noise takes is less efficient to produce stochastic
resonance, meaning that noise is effective only in some of the cases, when we
are near the threshold. In simulations below we will have an Iext = 1.7A/F in all
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minimum in the
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a noise intensity
of D = 1A/F.
neurons, thus the optimal noise intensity is around D = 0.1A/F .
How can we achieve the lowest value of the variability in the second neuron?
As we observed in the previous simulation, for high values of the edge strength, the
variability is low. We propose to determine the optimal variability by setting an edge
strength between 98% and 99.6%. As we can see in Fig. 7.8, the lowest variability
we can achieve around CV = 0.35.
Is there any influence in the optimal noise intensity in neuron 1, if neuron 0
spikes at a different rate? As we increase the external current of neuron 0, getting
shorter inter-spike intervals, there is no influence in the optimal intensity of the
noise, at least up to the point in which the inter-spike intervals are considerably
small (see Fig.7.9). The reason is that neuron 1 has no time to relax its membrane
potential and it is overexcited, degrading the advantages of noise. Compare in
Fig. 7.9 at bottom, which has smaller ISI with Fig. 7.9 at top, which has larger ISI.
7.2.3 Three neuron interaction with Poissonian spike rates as a source
of noise
As we explained in the section 5.2 (page 31) we assume that the source of the
noise comes from the neuronal network. This noise will be defined as the sum of
different neuron spikes that alters the state in the membrane voltage of the neuron
showing a noise-like behavior.
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Figure 7.9: Top: tonic
neuron, N0, has Iext =
2.01A/F. We show
the CV in neuron N1.
It is observed an en-
hancement in the trans-
mission of the spikes
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N0 has Iext = 2.1A/F.
We show the CV of
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serve that the incom-
ing spikes from N0 are
too close that makes
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prove the transmission
of the spikes.
To represent the noise from this sum of spikes it is feasible to have a neuron
that fires spikes at a poissonian rate, having λ as the tuning parameter. This neuron
would represent the sum of independent neurons randomly spiking assuming that
the sum of independent renewal point processes tends to a Poisson process [46].
node2node0
node1
Figure 7.10: Neuron 0: Tonic neuron, Neuron 1: analyzed neuron, Neuron 2: Poissonian
spiking rate neuron that simulates network noise.
With the parameters of the table 7.3 we obtained the measured output param-
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Neuron External current Iext [A/F ] Lambda(λ)
0 2.01 -
1 0 λ
2 0 -
Table 7.3: Simulation parameters for Poisson as a spike rate
eters CV and T . As we can see in Fig. 7.11 our simulation show an stabilization
around CV = 0.8 in the coefficient of variance for larger λ.
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Figure 7.11: Left: Dependence of 〈ISI〉 in terms of λ. Right: For different λ, the coefficient
of variance of the output neuron shows a stabilization in the 0.8 value, that means a high
variability, indicating that it is stochastically firing. For low values of λ the low values of CV
mean that there is not enough noise to fire enough spikes of the output neuron, and for this
reason calculating the variance of a low number of spike times leads to a low variance, as
for example, two spikes would have variance equal to 0.
In Fig. 7.12, we can observe the influence of λ and the edge weight. For low
values of g and high values of noise intensity, neuron 1 shows a perfect coherence
of CV ' 0. However, this is equivalent to the previous system studied of two
neurons, but having a super-threshold edge weight, obviously, it will result in a
perfect coherence. Nevertheless, we observed that the result of introducing the
Poissonian spike rate input affecting the membrane voltage, were similar to the
results obtained with endogenous white noise used previously. It could be possible
to study the similarities and differences between results obtained with both types
of noise, but is not the object of the research. Thus we will consider only adding
endogenous noise.
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Figure 7.12: Coefficient of variance varying λ and the edge weight g.
7.2.4 Divergence-convergence structure dynamics
A common structure that appears in scale-free networks is divergent or convergent
propagation of the information. These types of local topology appear because in
this type of networks there are neurons with different in-degree and out-degree
connections. Thus, the study of the dynamics in this type of motifs will help us to
understand the behavior on large dynamical complex network.
We can imagine a series of neurons connected in a way that forms a path, being
the first neuron the one that has the input of an external current. The neurons from
the middle receive the information from the previous neuron and send it to the next
neuron, and so on, until the last neuron only receives the input and does not send
its output to any neuron. The input information is a periodic spike-train, but it will
be not transmitted 100% efficiently to the last output neuron, due to the fact that for
every step in the chain we lose information. Therefore, the longer the number of
steps of the path, the more information is lost in the chain and ,consequently, the
last neuron will have less coherent output.
For this reason, being the above problem trivial, we can think of another struc-
ture, the parallel structure. In this situation we have an input neuron that sends the
information to all the middle neurons at the same time, in the first step. And after
that, the middle neurons all together sends the information to the output neuron.
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Neuron External current Iext [A/F ] Noise intensity D[A/F ]
0 2.01 0
1,2 0 D optimal for 1-1 interaction
3 0 D
Table 7.4: Simulation parameters for the simulation of 4 neurons.
4 Neurons
The most simple parallel structure is composed by 4 neurons (see Fig. 7.13). One
neuron acts as a source of information, the two neurons in the middle serve as
paths, and the last neuron, the target neuron, whose behavior we want to observe.
The edge weight between the source neuron and the middle neurons, is calculated
with the Eq. (7.4). The rest of the edges that go from the middle neurons to the
output neuron have a weight inversely proportional to output neuron in-degree. In
this case, the weights of these edges connected to N3 will have half of the strength
because the in-degree of N3 is two.
node3
node1node2
node0
Figure 7.13: Parallel structure. Node 0 is the source neuron, and its information transmitted
has to pass through node 1 or node 2, to finally arrive to the output neuron, the node 3.
In Fig. 7.14, we vary the noise intensity and the edge weight between the middle
neurons and the target neuron. We observe an optimal zone where CV is smaller
considering both parameters.
To see the differences between optimal and no optimal noise we show in Fig. 7.15,
a raster plot of the spiking neurons, for the optimum value D = 0.2A/F and g =
8.195A/F (left), and for no optimal parameters D = 6.7A/F and g = 3.725A/F
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Figure 7.14: For the neuron 3 we
observe a minimum in the coeffi-
cient of variation at small values of
noise and high edge weights.
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Figure 7.15: Raster plots showing the sequence of spikes in time for each neuron. Left:
N3 show a good periodicity is observed for the optimal noise which corresponds to low CV.
Right: High variations of the periodicity for high noise which represent higher CV.
For high noise intensity the membrane voltage experiments high variations com-
pared to the evolution obtained with the optimal noise. As we can see in Fig. 7.16,
the membrane voltage of the output neuron shows a lower variability for the optimal
noise.
7 and 12 Neurons
We want to observe the effect of increasing the number of neurons in the middle
part of the network. Then we will increase the out-degree of the source neuron,
and the in-degree of the target neuron (see Fig. 7.17). We observe in Fig. 7.18,
that the output neurons have a minimum in the coefficient of variation for a wide
range of noises. This shows that for higher in-degree connections the noise is not
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Figure 7.16: Left: Optimal noise effect in the membrane voltage. Right: High variations in
the membrane potential for high noise.
enhancing the information transmission.
node2node4 node1node5
node6
node3
node0
node11
node0
node5node6 node1node2node3node10 node9 node8 node4node7
Figure 7.17: Parallel structures. Top: Node 0 is the source neuron, and its information
transmitted has to pass through the nodes 1,2,3,4 or 5 to finally arrive to the output neuron,
the node 6. Bottom: Node 0 is the source neuron, and its information transmitted has to
pass through all the middle nodes to finally arrive to the output neuron, the node 11.
Partially excited neurons
Observing all the above simulations, we realize that the sum of the optimal values
of the edge weights is actually superior to the initially calculated gcrit = 7.45A/F .
Therefore, stochastic resonance conditions are not fulfilled (stochastic resonance
arises from the fact that for subthreshold values of edge weight, we can achieve a
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Figure 7.18: Top: 7 neu-
ron network. Coefficient
of variation for different
weights and noise inte-
sity. Bottom: 12 neuron
network. We observe for
the output neuron a min-
imum in the coefficient of
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of noises, this shows that
for higher in-degree con-
nections the noise loses
relevance in the informa-
tion transmission. Fur-
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edge weight is needed for
a low coefficient of varia-
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better performance, in terms of variability, adding noise to the membrane potential).
For this reason, we had to change the approach of the experiments if we wanted
to see the influence of the noise in this kind of topologies. Our proposal was to
increase the excitability of all the neurons, leading to a lower values of the edge
weights g. A superior Iext in the neurons, leads to a superior excitability, but more-
over, we also have other advantages, since diminishing the edge weight will lead to
a less excitable membrane by external bursting spikes, for the fact that the neurons
will need much more spikes to fire. In Fig. 7.19 we can see the differences between
the previous experiments without external current ,Iext , injected in all the neurons,
and with the neurons partially excited. (See Table: 7.5)
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Figure 7.19: Top left: 2 neuron interaction, we can see that for values of Iext of 85% of the
membrane voltage there is a range of optimal noise. Outside this range worst variability is
observed. Top right, bottom left and bottom right: evolution of the different coefficients of
variation for, two, three and ten neurons in the middle. We can see that for higher neurons
in the middle, the system achieve a lower variability. Notice that noise do not influence in a
noticeably degree, when we have many nodes in the middle.
Neuron External current Iext [A/F ] Noise intensity D[A/F ]
1 2.01 0
All middle 1.7 Optimal noise for 1-1 interaction
Target 1.7 D
Table 7.5: Parameters used for the simulations with partially excited neurons
7.2.5 Topology influence for networks with low number of neurons
Previous networks where created manually to observe the specific dynamics of the
convergence-divergence structure. To continue, we want to see the dynamics in a
random complex network. It is unknown what kind of dynamics it will have, thus in
the first instance, we are going to tune the edge weights to get a response above
the Vthreshold .
N0 in this case has special characteristics, as it has a minimum of one path to
every other neuron. Thus we expect that the whole network will spike at the same
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frequency. The network is composed by 12 neurons (see Fig.7.20). Neuron 0 will
have an external current of Iext = 2.001 that corresponds to a period of T = 38ms.
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0
Figure 7.20: 12 neuron network.
Observing Fig. 7.21, we can see that the network has the same dynamics of
the tonic neuron. However, neuron 3 and neuron 8 do a double spike when the rest
do one spike. This is due to the multiple paths to those neurons, together with the
signal delay of the electrical currents that are sent from one neuron to another.
Specific parameters, 12-neuron network
The above dynamics is quite simple, and noise has not a large effect on it. In the
previous convergence-divergence simulations, a specific amount of noise and edge
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Figure 7.21: When the edge weight is too
high, the periodicity of the tonic neuron
spreads all over the network. However, we
can see that neurons 3 and 8 fire two spikes,
instead of one, due to the multiple paths and
the delay of the signal.
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Neuron Iext [A/F ] D[A/F ]
0 2.001000 0.000000
1 1.000000 0.800000
2 1.000000 0.800000
3 1.350000 0.800000
4 1.500000 0.200000
5 1.000000 0.800000
6 1.000000 0.800000
7 1.000000 0.800000
8 1.500000 0.200000
9 1.500000 0.200000
10 1.000000 0.800000
11 1.000000 0.800000
Table 7.6: Specific values of external current and noise for each neuron.
weight existed, that had the most coherent output, the lowest variability. The edge
weight was proportionally dependent on the in-degree connectivity of the output
neuron. In the next simulation we want to tune every neuron to the optimum values
obtained from the convergence-divergence structure. In the table 7.6 we show the
optimal values.
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Figure 7.22: Left: 20% of optimal noise. Center: Optimal noise. Right: 200% of optimal
noise.
In Fig. 7.22, we can see the evolution of the dynamics if we increase the noise
intensity. Again for high values of noise, neurons 3 and 8 have a more active
behaviour. Although putting specific values of Iext and noise intensity, D, give us
a good propagation of the spike rate of the source neuron, it is a bad method to
continue with the research. Therefore, we will use fixed values for the Iext and for
the noise intensity, leading to a more homogenous network.
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External current Iext [A/F ] Noise intensity D[A/F ]
Source 1.7 0
Rest 1.7 0.1
Table 7.7: Values of the simulation of the 20N network
Refractory time, 20-neuron network
To continue, we aim to observe, in a 20 neuron network (see Fig. 7.23), the influ-
ence in the dynamics of the refractory time (see Fig.2.5) . Now the parameters are
going to be homogeneous for every neuron, except the source neuron (see Table
7.7). As concluded from Fig. 7.7 for excited neurons with Iext = 1.7A/F the optimal
noise intensity is D = 0.1A/F .
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Figure 7.23: Display of the network of 20 neurons
As we observe in Fig. 7.24, for a refractory time of Trefract = 0.0ms, the neurons
of the network show an overexcited dynamics. Injecting external current in different
neurons directs to similar behaviors.
Changing the refractory time to Trefract = 5.0ms, the network shows a much
more relaxed dynamics, as we can see in Fig. 7.25.
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Figure 7.24: With Trefract = 0.0ms Top left: Dynamics of the neurons injecting the external
current to neuron 2, Top right: Iext on neuron 6, Bottom left:Iext on neuron 10, Bottom
right:Iext on neuron 17
7.3 Large networks
Once we have a good idea of the dynamics of small networks, it is time to increase
the size of the network. The first thing to have in mind is that neurons will become
more connected, therefore, they will have more incoming connections. This can
lead, in the right conditions, to saturate the incoming connections of hubs1, which
will then spike at a high elevated rate. To minimize this saturation, it is needed
to have less information transmission between the neurons. Diminishing the noise
intensity will lead to a worst propagation of the electrical information, and hubs will
be more relaxed. Thus, the noise intensities, that we were managing before, would
be really high for this type of network.
To begin with, we have to clarify in which conditions we are going to test the
different topologies. There will be two different networks, one with low clustering
coefficient, and another one with high clustering coefficient. We will study both
networks, with the condition that, the source of external current will act one single
1Hubs are denoted as highly connected nodes. High in-degree, or high out-degree nodes will be
considered hubs, and as well as the ones having both conditions.
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Figure 7.25: With Trefract = 5.0ms Top left: Dynamics of the neurons injecting the external
current to neuron 2, Top right: Iext on neuron 6, Bottom left:Iext on neuron 10, Bottom
right:Iext on neuron 17
neuron, and in the first instance, incoming spikes will not alter its membrane volt-
age. The edges will be homogeneous, meaning that all of them will have the same
weight.
We want to study the influence of a periodically spiking neuron and we want
to observe, what happens to the system. Furthermore, we will vary neuron from
neuron, the injected current, passing through all neurons. As we will see in the
next section, there will be a complex network of 300 neurons, thus the statement
above means that there will be 300 simulations, one for each neuron. Even more,
for each simulation we also want to vary the noise intensity, to observe its influence
in the network in conjunction with the influence of the network topology. Obviously,
neurons without out-going edges will have no effect to the rest of the network,
because they cannot send the information to the other neurons.
We want to know the dynamical behavior of the system if the membrane of
the source neuron can be altered by the other neuron spikes, depending on the
incoming connections.
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Low clustering network High clustering network
Clustering coefficient 0.058 0.34
Power Law In-degree 116.12x−1.682 107.37x−1.691
Power Law Out-degree 121.31x−1.832 99.014x−1.682
Power Law line Clustering 0.083x−0.670 0.897x−0.987
Characteristic path length 5.186 5.63
Table 7.8: Parameters of the high and low clustering networks
7.3.1 Comparison between low clustering and high clustering net-
works
As stated before, we are going to do the simulations with two different networks, one
with high clustering and the other with low clustering. To determine the influence of
the clustering of the network, we want that the rest the characteristics are the most
similar possible between them. Thus, we are going to compare the in-degree and
out-degree distribution, the path length distribution and the clustering for the two
networks used.
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Figure 7.26: In-degree distribution of, Left: low clustering network, Right: high clustering
network
As we can see, both networks have similar characteristics except the clustering
coefficient. Thus, differences in the results that will obtained will result from the
different clustering of the networks. To continue, we show the results obtained
having in mind that the tonic neuron cannot be altered by other neurons spikes,
thus it is going to spike periodically.
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Figure 7.27: Out-degree distribution of, Left: low clustering network, Right: high clustering
network
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Figure 7.28: Clustering distribution of, Left: low clustering network, Right: high clustering
network
7.3.2 Neurons selection for the dynamical study
The methodology used to compare the dynamics of both networks is the following.
We have selected a few neurons of each network and observed their dynamics. We
chose the neurons based on the connectivity they have, ones are considered hubs,
others middle hubs, average neurons and low connectivity neurons (in the following
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Figure 7.29: Short-path distribution of, Left: low clustering network, Right: high clustering
network
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Node Indeg. Out-deg. Nout Betweness2
Hub HCN 1 24 30 65.00 27658.63
Hub LCN 1 25 27 59.00 20435.95
Middle hub
HCN
5 6 12 54.00 10969.89
Middle hub
LCN
7 10 10 51.00 11056.85
Average
neuron
HCN
8 4 5 20.00 2749.83
Average
neuron LCN
8 5 5 17.00 4691.41
Low con-
nectivity
neuron
HCN
30 1 2 3.00 642.00
Low con-
nectivity
neuron LCN
31 1 2 3.00 356.85
Table 7.9: Characteristics of the different selected neurons
figures the tonic neurons will be in red for raster plots and in blue for graph plots).
Thus, we have four different neurons for the High Clustering Network (HCN) and for
the Low Clustering Network (LCN).
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7.3.3 Dynamics of hubs
First of all we have to differentiate the simulations by its parameters. We have two
different networks, one with high clustering coefficient and the other with low clus-
tering coefficient. We did the simulations for different low and high noise intensity.
Furthermore, there were two types of source tonic neurons, the ones that could be
affected by their inputs, and the ones who cannot. Then we have eight representa-
tive different simulations.
We observe that noise plays a crucial role in the propagation of the information.
For the unalterable source dynamics high and low clustering networks show, in the
case where the hub is the source of information, a good periodicity in the rest of
the neurons (see Fig. 7.30). Although for high values of noise intensity the network
starts to saturate. In the case where the source is alterable by other neurons, par-
ticularly, in the high clustering network with low noise intensity (see Fig. 7.30), we
can see a region where the network is silent, and suddenly it is saturated. This is
due to the incoming spikes of other neurons connected with the source of informa-
tion, which excite by a big degree the source neuron and it fires more spikes, that
at the same time excite the whole network and the feedback produces a permanent
excitability in it.
However, in the low clustering network with alterable source dynamics (see
Fig. 7.30), we observe that for low noise intensity the network does not have the
same behavior than before. The noise is not sufficient enough for the source neuron
to have enough feedback for the saturation of the network.
Notice that the most excited networks are the hubs (see caption off Fig.7.30 for
details), and we think they play a crucial role in bursting dynamics.
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7.3.4 Dynamics of medium size hubs
For injected external current in medium size hubs, we observe that the propagation
of the information in worse for the unalterable source simulations. There are more
bursting dynamics than in the previous simulations and more silent times.
Although, we can see a similar behavior for altered source simulations(see
Fig.31). Notice that when the source neuron is saturated, nearly all the other neu-
rons are being saturated as well. But they have different periodicity. We think this
is a topological characteristic of the network. Some neurons have less connections
than others, and some of then are near hubs or away from them. Thus, it seems
that this distance to hubs play on important role in their dynamics.
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7.3.5 Dynamics of average connectivity neurons
For an injected current in average connectivity neurons (see Fig.32), the information
less efficiently propagated, for low intensity noise, and for high intensity they appear
to have more silent and bursting periods.
For an alterable source (see Fig.32), we see similar dynamics, but they reach
the bursting period later. Notice that for high intensity noise and high clustering, the
bursting periods appear and disappear, even if the source neuron is alterable(see
Fig.32). This shows the important role of the randomness processes, as the activ-
ity is dependent to the noise. For some cases, noise is enough to start a bursting
period, but also it can be the case that it is not enough to maintain it. In low cluster-
ing networks this also happens but with a less degree. When it reaches a bursting
dynamics the network stabilizes.
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7.3.6 Dynamics of low connectivity neurons
We show these simulations in a different layout. Now from left to right the noise is
increasing and all simulations are for unalterable source of information (see Fig.33).
In the next page we can see the same simulations but for alterable source neuron
(see Fig.34).
The reason is that we could see that injecting the current in low connected
neuron, the differences between the high clustering and the low clustering networks
are noticeable. For high clustering, we observe a network much more resistant to
bursting dynamics for high noise than for the low clustering network.
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7.3.7 Dynamics of special neurons
Here we show a special behavior that takes place the network in high clustering
networks. Particularly, here we show just one example of this dynamics, but there
were many different neurons, that with applying the external current to them ocurred
that the whole network behave as we show in the Fig.35. This behavior has not
appeared in low clustering networks. Thus it seems to be an exclusive property of
high clustering networks.
We can see that for both situations, alterable source or unalterable source, the
network show two different dynamics. We have seen to kinds of dynamics, the
previous bursting dynamics and the reverberation dynamics of some parts of the
network. We can see the horizontal lines in high noise intensity simulation, that
shows spiking neurons in only a part of the network. Thus the propagation is not
spread to the rest of the network, it stays in that part.
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7.3.8 Bursting dynamics propagation
Here we show the bursting propagation. For the low clustering network, we took
an interval between the 180 and 215 ms, and ploted from black to gray the firsts
spikes produced in that interval. We can see that most of the black points are
actually hubs, meaning that hubs play an important role in bursting dynamics. For
the high clustering network, we took an interval between 510 and 525 ms. Notice
that besides we took a smaller interval there are more black points than in the low
clustering network. This means a faster propagation of the burst.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and further work
As a summary of the present work, we explain briefly the process followed in this
research. To begin with, we successfully simulated the behavior of a single neuron
by means of the Integrate and Fire model, and with the Heun method, as a numer-
ical method. We selected the Heun method because of its good convergence and
stability when noise is added to the equation. After testing the variation in the dy-
namics of one single neuron, by varying the membrane time constant τ , the external
current injected Iext and the value of the voltage threshold for spiking, Vth, we had a
better understanding of the model. To continue, we started to connect the neurons
allowing us to observe their behavior, by varying the different parameters involv-
ing the neural transmission. Edge weight variations, different external currents and
noise intensities took place to, afterwards, quantify stochastic resonance conditions
by its variables, the coefficient of variation and the mean inter-spike interval.
In the next set of simulations we had larger networks, in consequence, we had
to manage with the different difficulties that appeared as, for example, in which
neuron we have to inject the external current, or if we actually need to send the
spike train of the source neuron to every other neuron. We adjusted every edge
strength and the noise intensity for every neuron in particular, to achieve, artificially,
a good propagation of the information. Being aware that this method is unrealistic,
we decided to have homogeneous noise and edge weights, with the exception of
the source neuron. We had then, a good understanding of the divergent-convergent
structure and small networks.
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Finally, large networks became indispensable to continue with the research. We
had to deal with the dilemma, of how many coincidences of the incoming spikes of
the neurons we work with, where needed to produce an spike. Specifying one coin-
cidence and having a low noise intensity was needed for the progress of the study.
Afterwards, we manage to create low clustering and high clustering networks, and
we observed the curious behavior the whole networks where taking. Bursting pe-
riods of spiking neurons appeared for specific conditions of the topology and the
location of the source of the information. Furthermore, reverberation of some parts
of the networks where seen, and explained the reason of its existence. We found
that bursting periods were generated by the neurons that where acting as hubs.
Further research can be done by doing the same procedures as in previous
simulations, but instead of tuning the clustering coefficient of the network, one could
vary the assortativity. We think assortativity plays a crucial role in the propagation
of bursting dynamics. Low assortativity, will lead to a worst connected network, and
therefore, the bursting periods could be reduced in time, and possibly good produce
bursts only at the same time of the input signal spikes.
It will be interesting to research the variations in the dynamics that are produced
when varying the number of coincidences for firing an spike. More injected currents
to neurons will be needed, but a first approach could be to inject to all neurons
that have the same number of outgoing connections. We observed in one of the
previous simulations that the refractory time plays a strong role in the dynamics
of the networks. So, different possible new lines of research can be pursued to
understand further the propagation of spikes in complex neuronal networks.
Author personal conclusions
Apart from the concepts the author could learn about neuroscience, complex net-
works or stochastic resonance during the elaboration of the research, it was of a
great importance the knowledge acquired in programming and scientific skills. With
no real previous background in language "C" for the development of programs, he
could manage to pass through memory leaks, sudden crashes and unexpected
problems (that later were resolved). He realized that with all the computational
power we have nowadays, one of the most important things in research, is to
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have a good organization of the data gathered by the simulations. Thousands of
megabytes of information had to be organized to avoid losing the perspective. Nev-
ertheless, it is sure that having a better knowledge in programming skills would had
facilitate this task. On the other hand, he discovered the amazing world of research.
"Computational neuroscience will have a big impact in our future society."
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8.1 APPENDIX A: Study costs
We show in the next table the study costs divided in "Simulations and analysis"
where we count the time needed to do the simulations and to analize the data for
selecting the results. In "Programming" we count the hours dedicated to develop
the program. In concepts we explain which what the action for the time dedicated.
"Functions" represents the version of the functions the program had, thus we can
see the evolution of the programming.
The total costs then are 3.067,00 euros.
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Simulations
and Analisys
(h)
Programming(h) Concept
10 Functions_00.h - 20/02/2011 - First Version: Reading data from
prova2.dat (10h)
10 Functions_01.h - 24/02/2011 - v01 Integrate and Fire and Euler
implementation, getch() (10h)
10 Functions_02.h - 02/03/2011 - v02 Creating the network, apply-
ing Heun(10h)
15 Functions_03.h - 04/03/2011 - v03 Heun and Euler Error debug-
ging, Neuron structure implementation changing output files, and
output time, (15h)
10 Functions_03a.h verifySpike function (10h)
15 Functions_04.h 07/03/2011 - v04 Isyn implementation, Neuron
strucutre, Netmatrix (15h)
20 Functions_05.h 25/03/2011 - v05 IndextoNeuron, Readnetwork,
writenetwork, gaussian numbers Allocating memory for neuron
structure, Isyn debugging(20h)
20 Functions_06.h 05/04/2011 - v06 NetworkX,Pajek, X_noise im-
plementation, Big num of neurons bug solved, Scilab ploting
tools, (20h)
10 Functions_07.h 10/04/2011 - v07 Improving Scilab tools, Tspike
matrix storing a number of good Tspike values not only the last
one.(10h).
7 Functions_08.h 14/04/2011 - v08 Tspike matrix bad version.(7h).
Add_tspike(), Remove_Tspike()
10 Functions_09.h 18/04/2011 - v09 Tspike matrix good ver-
sion.(10h). Add_tspike(), Remove_Tspike() , Inputs_Iext()
25 Functions_10.h 08/05/2011 - v10 Structure Neuron in-
creased(offset, freq, ampl, noiseD, noisevalues) Data(globalD)
Read networkX() beta, ReadInputs(), Write inputs(),
NoiseGen(),Determine inputs() Inputs_I()(25h)
5 Functions_11.h 13/05/2011 - v11
FR_Analysis(),Write_FR_sys(),Neuron structure extended: Deff,
r0, R, Asys_Tspike ,Spike_count, meanT, tao_corrAdd_Tspike
modified: inclusion of Asys_Tspike and Spike_count(5h)
3 Functions_12.h 16/05/2011 - v12 Starting Chain simulations, (3h)
10 Functions_13.h 18/05/2011 - v13 Change network() changein-
puts(),struct simulation,WriteinitialInputs(), Writing in folders
Scilab Rasterplotv2, Vplotv2 (10h)
15 Functions_14.h 18/05/2011 - v14 Poisson Spikerate input
BAD/BUGGED VERSION (15h)
10 15 Functions_15.h 01/05/2011 - v15 Poisson Struct, Script.bat,
SimCreator01.eze Cleaned version, FRAnalysis corrected(13h)
calc_Isyn() minor bug detected with times near to 0.(2h) Simula-
tions g, lambda 1 2 3 4, tao, Isyn (10h)
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8 3 Functions_16.h 08/05/2011 - v16 Refractory time (3h)
Simulations refractory(8h)
15 5 Functions_17.h 012/05/2011 - v17 Pack Simulations
(5h) SimulationsP1,2,3,4,5,6 (15h)
10 Functions_18.h 016/05/2011 - v18 Simulations
C1,2,3,4 Frequency analysis (10h)
10 Functions_19.h 30/05/2011 - v19 Divergent-
convergent network simulations (10h)
7 3 Functions_20.h 15/06/2011 - v20 Iext changes and
1rst small network(10h)
2 Functions_21.h 10/08/2011 - v21 Source, refractory
time no valid on source(2h)
7 Functions_22.h 21/08/2011 - v22 100N Simulation
(7h)
17 NetworkX utilization
12 Cytoscape utilization
18 7 Small network simulations
34 12 Large network simulations. High clustering and low
clustering.
119 271 Total(h) dedicated
3 10 Euros/hour
357 2710 Total(Euro)
8.2 APPENDIX B: Programs source codes
8.2.1 Main program
################ MAIN PROGRAM ###################
#include < s t d i o . h>
#include < s t d l i b . h>
#include < s t r i n g . h>
#include <math . h>
#include <conio . h>
#include <gs l / gs l_rng . h>
#include <gs l / g s l _ r a n d i s t . h>
#include <t ime . h>
#include " Functions_22 . h "
#define n_Simulation_Max 100
double sigmma=1;
i n t main ( i n t argc , char∗ argv [ ] )
{
i n t i S i m u l a t i o n ;
i n t select_case =2;
i n t iSimPack ;
i n t iSeeds ;
i f ( argc <=1)
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{
p r i n t f ( " S imu la t ion Parameter=zero \ n " ) ;
i S i m u l a t i o n =0;
iSimPack =0;
iSeeds =0;
}
p r i n t f ( " argc=%i \ n " , argc ) ;
i f ( argc >1)
{
i S i m u l a t i o n = a t o i ( argv [ 1 ] ) ;
iSimPack= a t o i ( argv [ 2 ] ) ;
iSeeds= a t o i ( argv [ 3 ] ) ;
p r i n t f ( " argv [1]=%s \ n " , argv [ 1 ] ) ;
p r i n t f ( " S imu la t ion Parameter=%i \ n " , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
p r i n t f ( " S imu la t ion Parameter=%i \ n " , iSimPack ) ;
p r i n t f ( " S imu la t ion Parameter=%i \ n " , iSeeds ) ;
i f ( argv [ 1 ] [ 0 ] = = ’ r ’ )
{
se lect_case =1;
}
}
Data data ;
Neuron ∗neuron ;
Poisson poisson ;
double ∗V,∗ V t i l d e ;
double ∗ f ,∗ f t i l d e ;
double ∗ Isyn ;
f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix ;
i n t i ; /∗ d e c l a r a t i o n i n random number∗ /
i n t iTime ; / / i t e r a t i o n Time
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗F i l e and Folder name v a r i a b l es∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
char Resul tsHeunFi le [ 5 0 ] ;
char Resul tsFRFi le [ 5 0 ] ;
char Gra lda taF i l e [ 5 0 ] ;
char I n p u t F i l e [ 5 0 ] ;
char NetworkFi le [ 5 0 ] ;
char Sp ikesF i le [ 5 0 ] ;
char Cor rF i l e [ 5 0 ] ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Creat ing Folder and F i l e names∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/ / s p r i n t f ( SimFolder , " mkdir S imula t ion_%i " , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( ResultsHeunFi le , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Results_Heun_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( Resul tsFRFi le , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Results_FR_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( Gra lda taF i le , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Gral_data_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( I n p u t F i l e , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Inputs_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( NetworkFi le , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Network_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( Sp ikesFi le , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Spikes_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( Cor rF i le , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Co r re la t i on_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
/ / system ( SimFolder ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/ / p r i n t f ( " 1 . Create i n i t i a l i npu ts and i n i t i a l Network ( Needed r e s t a r t ) . \ n2 . Use e x i s t i n g f i l e s . " ) ;
/ / scanf ("% i " ,& select_case ) ;
/ / se lect_case =2;
switch ( se lect_case )
{
case 1:
Read_Data ( " I n i t i a l _ G r a l _ d a t a . dat " ,& data ) ;
break ;
defaul t :
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Read_Data ( Gra lda taF i le ,& data ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗MEMORY ALLOCATION∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/ /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗a l l o c a t i n g V , f and Isyn memory∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗//
V=( double∗) c a l l o c ( data . nN, sizeof ( double ) ) ;
f =( double∗) c a l l o c ( data . nN, sizeof ( double ) ) ;
Isyn =( double∗) c a l l o c ( data . nN, sizeof ( double ) ) ;
/ /∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Heund needed v a r i ab l e s∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗//
V t i l d e =( double∗) c a l l o c ( data . nN, sizeof ( double ) ) ;
f t i l d e =( double∗) c a l l o c ( data . nN, sizeof ( double ) ) ;
Netmatr ix =( f l o a t ∗) c a l l o c ( data .nN∗data . nN, sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
neuron =( Neuron∗) c a l l o c ( data . nN, sizeof ( Neuron ) ) ;
i f (V==NULL | | f ==NULL | | V t i l d e ==NULL | | f t i l d e ==NULL | | Netmatr ix==NULL | | neuron==NULL)
{
puts ( " E r ro r a l l o c a t i n g memory \ n " ) ;
e x i t (−1);
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
p r i n t f ( "Nom Arx iu=%s \ n " , data . namef i le ) ;
p r i n t f ( " n t=%d \ n " , data . n t ) ;
p r i n t f ( " d t=% l f \ n " , data . d t ) ;
p r i n t f ( " noutput=%d \ n " , data . noutput ) ;
p r i n t f ( " tao=%d \ n " , data . tao ) ;
p r i n t f ( " I=%d \ n " , data . I ) ;
p r i n t f ( "nN=%i \ n " , data .nN ) ;
p r i n t f ( " Threshold V=% l f \ n " , data . ThresholdV ) ;
p r i n t f ( " Noise=%d \ n " , data . noise ) ;
p r i n t f ( " Aspike=% l f \ n " , data . Aspike ) ;
p r i n t f ( " tao1=% l f \ n " , data . tao1 ) ;
p r i n t f ( " tao2=% l f \ n " , data . tao2 ) ;
p r i n t f ( " global_D=% l f \ n " , data . global_D ) ;
p r i n t f ( " re f rac tT ime=%f \ n " , data . re f rac tCons tan t ) ;
p r i n t f ( " PoissonSeed=%d \ n " , data . PoissonSeed ) ;
p r i n t f ( " G loba l_ Iex t=%f \ n " , data . g l o b a l _ I e x t ) ;
p r i n t f ( " Neuron coinc idences=%f \ n " , data . neur_co inc id ) ;
Erase_Previous_Data ( ResultsHeunFi le , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on ,& data ) ;
/ / to Erase prev ious f i l e , f o r c i n g to create a new output f i l e every t ime
Ini_Cond (V,& data , neuron , Isyn ) ; / / i n i t i a l i z a t i o n o f V=0 , Isyn = , and Neurons . recent_sp ike=0
/ / Read_Topology ( " Topology . dat " , Netmatr ix ,& data , neuron ) ;
i f ( se lect_case ==1)
{
Wr i te_ inpu ts ( " I n i t i a l _ I n p u t s . dat " , neuron ,& data ) ; / / w r i t e Based on in i_cond ( )
Create_network (& data , Netmatr ix ) ; / / c rea te reandom net
Write_network ( " I n i t i a l _ N e t w o r k . dat " , Netmatr ix ,& data ) ; / / Wr i te the f i l e
p r i n t f ( " F i l e s i n i t i a l i z a t e d . Press any key to e x i t . . . " ) ;
getch ( ) ;
e x i t (−1);
}
i f ( se lect_case ==2)
{
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;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗READING INPUTS AND NETWORKX∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
Read_inputs ( I n p u t F i l e , neuron ,& data ) ;
Read_networkX ( NetworkFi le , Netmatr ix ,& data , neuron ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
Determine_inputs ( neuron ,& data ) ;
A l loc_ index (& data , neuron , Netmatr ix ) ; / / Speed purposes , see A l loc_ index ( )
Noise_Gen(& data , neuron ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Poisson Spike ra tes c a l c u l a t i o n∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
poisson . IndexPoisson =( i n t ∗) c a l l o c (5 , sizeof ( i n t ) ) ;
nPoissonCounter (& data , neuron ,& poisson ) ;
poisson . PoissonValues =( i n t ∗) c a l l o c ( poisson . nPoisson , sizeof ( i n t ) ) ;
PoissonTrain (& data , neuron ,& poisson ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
p r i n t f ( " Seeds %d Pack %d Sim %d . . . \ n " , iSeeds , iSimPack , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
for ( iTime =0; iTime <data . n t ; iTime ++)
{
/ / p r i n t f ( " Sim%d %d \ n " , iS imu la t i on , iTime ) ;
I npu t s_ I ( neuron , iTime ,& data ) ;
ca lc_ Isyn ( Isyn , neuron ,& data , Netmatr ix , iTime ) ;
RHS(V, f ,& data , Isyn , neuron , iTime ) ;
/ / Eu ler (V, f ,& data ,& neuron , iTime ) ;
Heun(V, f , V t i l de , f t i l d e ,& data , neuron , iTime , Isyn ) ; /∗ Enter ing heun , i f V t i l d e surpasses the thresholdV , f t i l d e i s ca l cu la ted
a f t e r the spike , but the spike d idn t a c t u a l l y happened∗ /
RemoveTspike(& data , neuron , iTime ) ;
AddTspike (V,& data , neuron , iTime ,& poisson ) ; / / needed to change the V value to 0 , w i th Heun we only change V t i l d e to 0 !
/∗ i f ( iTime%data . noutput ==0) / / Wr i tes every " noutput " steps to F i l e
{
/ / breakTime ( 1 0 ) ;
Wr i teToF i le ( ResultsHeunFi le ,V, iTime ,& data , neuron , Isyn , iSeeds , iSimPack , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
} ∗ /
}
FR_Analisys ( neuron ,& data ) ;
Write_FR_sys ( Resul tsFRFi le , neuron ,& data ) ;
Wri teSpikes ( Sp ikesFi le , neuron ,& data ) ;
/ / FrequencyAnal isys ( neuron ,& data , iSimPack , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
CrossCor re la t ion ( Cor rF i le , neuron ,& data ) ;
f r ee (V ) ;
f r ee ( f ) ;
f r ee ( V t i l d e ) ;
f r ee ( f t i l d e ) ;
f r ee ( Isyn ) ;
f r ee ( Netmatr ix ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data .nN ; i ++)
{
f r ee ( neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike ) ;
f r ee ( neuron [ i ] . noise_values ) ;
f r ee ( neuron [ i ] . Tspike ) ;
}
f r ee ( neuron ) ;
f r ee ( poisson . IndexPoisson ) ;
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f r ee ( poisson . PoissonValues ) ;
return 0;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ FUNCTIONS.H ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗ His to r y o f changes
Functions_00 . h − 20/02/2011 − F i r s t Version : Reading data from prova2 . dat (10h )
Functions_01 . h − 24/02/2011 − v01 I n t e g r a t e and F i re & Euler implementat ion , getch ( ) (10h )
Functions_02 . h − 02/03/2011 − v02 Creat ing the network , app ly ing Heun(10h )
Functions_03 . h − ??/03/2011 − v03 Heun and Euler Er ro r debugging , Neuron s t r u c t u r e implementat ion
changing output f i l e s , and output t ime , (15h )
Functions_03a . h v e r i f y S p i k e f u n c t i o n (10h )
Functions_04 . h 07/03/2011 − v04 Isyn implementat ion , Neuron s t rucu t re , Netmatr ix (15h )
Functions_05 . h 25/03/2011 − v05 IndextoNeuron , Readnetwork , wr i tenetwork , gaussian numbers ,
A l l o c a t i n g memory f o r neuron s t ruc tu re , Isyn debugging (20h )
Functions_06 . h 05/04/2011 − v06 NetworkX , Pajek , X_noise implementat ion , Big num of neurons bug solved ,
Sc i lab p l o t i n g too ls , (20h )
Functions_07 . h 10/04/2011 − v07 Improving Sc i lab too ls , Tspike mat r i x s t o r i n g a number o f good Tspike values not on ly the l a s t one . (10 h ) .
Functions_08 . h 14/04/2011 − v08 Tspike mat r i x bad vers ion . ( 7 h ) . Add_tspike ( ) , Remove_Tspike ( )
Functions_09 . h 18/04/2011 − v09 Tspike mat r i x good vers ion . (10 h ) . Add_tspike ( ) , Remove_Tspike ( ) , I n p u t s _ I e x t ( )
Funcitons_10 . h 08/05/2011 − v10 S t ruc tu re Neuron increased ( o f f s e t , f req , ampl , noiseD , noisevalues ) Data ( globalD )
Read networkX ( ) beta , ReadInputs ( ) , Wr i te i npu ts ( ) , NoiseGen ( ) , Determine inpu ts ( )
I npu t s_ I ( ) ( 2 5 h )
Funcitons_11 . h 13/05/2011 − v11 FR_Analisys ( ) , Write_FR_sys ( ) , Neuron s t r u c t u r e extended : Deff , r0 , R, Asys_Tspike , Spike_count , meanT, tao_cor r
Add_Tspike modi f ied : i n c l u s i o n o f Asys_Tspike and Spike_count (5h )
Funcitons_12 . h 16/05/2011 − v12 S t a r t i n g Chain s imu la t ions , (3h )
Funcitons_13 . h 18/05/2011 − v13 Change network ( ) changeinputs ( ) , s t r u c t s imu la t ion , W r i t e i n i t i a l I n p u t s ( ) , Wr i t i ng i n f o l d e r s
Sc i lab Rasterp lo tv2 , Vplotv2 (10h )
Funcitons_14 . h 18/05/2011 − v14 Poisson Spikera te i npu t BAD/BUGGED VERSION (15h )
Functions_15 . h 01/05/2011 − v15 Poisson St ruc t , S c r i p t . bat , SimCreator01 . eze Cleaned vers ion , FRAnalisys cor rec ted (13h )
ca lc_ Isyn ( ) minor bug detected wi th t imes near to 0 . (2 h )
S imula t ions g , lambda 1 2 3 4 , tao , Isyn (10h )
Functions_16 . h 08/05/2011 − v16 Ref rac to ry t ime (3h ) S imula t ions r e f r a c t o r y (8h )
Functions_17 . h 12/05/2011 − v17 Pack Simula t ions (5h ) Simulat ionsP1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 (15h )
Functions_18 . h 16/05/2011 − v18 Simula t ions C1,2 ,3 ,4 Frequency ana l i sys (10h )
Functions_19 . h 30/05/2011 − v19 Divergent−convergent network s imu la t i ons (10h )
Functions_20 . h 15/06/2011 − v20 I e x t changes and 1 r s t smal l network (10h )
Functions_21 . h 10/08/2011 − v21 Source , r e f r a c t o r y t ime no v a l i d on source (2h )
Functions_22 . h 21/08/2011 − v22 100N Simula t ion (7h )
∗ /
#define MAXNN 1000
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ D e f i n i t i o n s ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
typedef struct data
{
char namef i le [ 2 5 0 ] ;
i n t nt ;
double dt ;
i n t noutput ;
i n t tao ;
i n t I ;
i n t nN; / / Number o f Neurons
i n t Max_nN ; / / Maximum number o f neurons
double ThresholdV ;
i n t noise ;
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f l o a t Aspike ; / / used i n ini_Cond ( ) so a l l neurons a p r i o r i have the same Aspike
f l o a t tao1 ; / / used i n ini_Cond ( ) so a l l neurons a p r i o r i have the same tao1
f l o a t tao2 ; / / used i n ini_Cond ( ) so a l l neurons a p r i o r i have the same tao2
f l o a t global_D ; / / g l oba l noise f o r a l l neurons
f l o a t r e f rac tCons tan t ;
i n t PoissonSeed ;
f l o a t g l o b a l _ I e x t ;
f l o a t neur_co inc id ;
} Data ;
typedef struct neuron
{
double ThresholdV ;
double I e x t ; / / ac tua l value o f the i npu t cu r ren t I e x t
i n t I ex t_ t ype ; / / t i p e o f input , 0 no inpu t ( less opera t ions to do ) , 1 i npu t r e f f e r e d to the o f f s e t , ampl i tude , and frequency .
f l o a t tao1 ; / / sp ike decay constant
f l o a t tao2 ; / / sp ike growth constant
f l o a t Aspike ; / / sp ike i n t e n s i t y constant
f l o a t ∗Tspike ; / / Remember Tspike [ 0 ] i s always the l a s t Spike o f the neuron
i n t ∗IndexToNeuron ; / / Used to scan the mat r i x connect ion f o r speed purposes
i n t n_Index ; / / number o f incoming connect ions
i n t n_Tspike ; / / number o f saved Tspikes
f l o a t noise_D ; / / s p e c i f i c noise f o r neuron " i " , on ly f o r i npu t noise purposes
double ∗noise_values ; / / a l l s to red noise values o f the t o t a l l i t y o f the t ime s imu la t i on ( f o r a l l neurons ! )
f l o a t o f f s e t ; / / o f f s e t o f the i npu t cu r ren t ( I e x t )
f l o a t ampl i tude ; / / ampl i tude of the i npu t cu r ren t ( I e x t )
f l o a t f requency ; / / Frequency i n Hz of the i npu t cu r ren t ( I e x t )
i n t Spike_count ;
f l o a t ∗Asys_Tspike ;
double r0 ;
double meanT ;
double R;
double Def f ;
double t ao_cor r ;
i n t ∗ t ra in_p_va lues ;
f l o a t lambda ;
f l o a t r e f rac tCons tan t ;
f l o a t re f rac tT ime ;
i n t source ;
i n t neur_co inc id ;
i n t indegree ;
i n t outdegree ;
} Neuron ;
typedef struct s imu la t i on
{
f l o a t noise ;
f l o a t g ;
} S imu la t ion ;
typedef struct poisson
{
i n t nPoisson ;
i n t I e x t coun te r ;
i n t ∗IndexPoisson ;
i n t ∗PoissonValues ;
} Poisson ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗ Data Management ∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void breakTime ( i n t mi l iseconds )
{
c l ock_ t temp ;
double seconds=mi l iseconds /1000;
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temp = c lock ( ) + seconds ∗ CLOCKS_PER_SEC ;
while ( c lock ( ) < temp ) { }
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗ Erase Data ∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Erase_Previous_Data ( char ∗f i lename , i n t iSeeds , i n t iSimPack , i n t iS imu la t i on , Data ∗data )
/ / to Erase prev ious f i l e , f o r c i n g to create a new output f i l e every t ime we run the program
{
i n t n _ f i l e s , j ;
i n t f i l e s i z e =30;
n _ f i l e s =1+(( i n t ) ( data−>nN/ f i l e s i z e ) ) ;
for ( j =0; j < n _ f i l e s ; j ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( f i lename , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Results_Heun_%i_p%i . dat "
, iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , iS imu la t i on , j ) ;
i f ( remove ( f i lename ) !=0 )
{
pe r ro r ( " E r ro r d e l e t i n g f i l e " ) ;
}
else
{
puts ( " F i l e su ccess fu l l y de le ted " ) ;
}
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗ Reading Data ∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Read_Data ( char ∗f i lename , Data ∗data )
{
FILE ∗ m y f i l e ;
char b u f f e r [ 2 5 6 ] ;
data−>Max_nN=MAXNN;
s t r cpy ( data−>namef i le , f i lename ) ;
m y f i l e = fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>nt ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%l f " ,& data−>dt ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>noutput ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>tao ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>I ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>nN ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%l f " ,& data−>ThresholdV ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>noise ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>Aspike ) ;
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f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>tao1 ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>tao2 ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>global_D ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>re f rac tCons tan t ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>PoissonSeed ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>g l o b a l _ I e x t ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>neur_co inc id ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " Percent %f \ n " , data−>neur_co inc id_percent ) ;
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Reading Network∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Read_network ( char ∗f i lename , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , Data ∗data )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
i n t i , j ;
char b u f f e r =1;
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ n ’ ) /∗Passing through the f i r s t l i n e ∗ /
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
}
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ t ’ ) /∗Passing the N1, N2 . . . . . o f l i n e 1 , l i n e 2 . . . . ∗ /
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
}
b u f f e r =1; /∗Reseting b u f f e r ∗ /
for ( j =0; j <data−>nN; j ++)
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& Netmatr ix [ ( i∗data−>nN) + j ] ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ("% f \ n " , Netmatr ix [ ( i∗data−>nN) + j ] ) ;
}
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Reading from NetworkX∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Reading Inpu ts∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Read_inputs ( char ∗f i lename , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
i n t i ;
char b u f f e r ;
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i n t bu f fe r2 ;
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ n ’ ) /∗Passing through the f i r s t l i n e ∗ /
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
}
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%i \ n " ,
&buf fe r2 ,& neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t ,& neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude ,& neuron [ i ] . frequency ,
&neuron [ i ] . noise_D ,& neuron [ i ] . lambda ,& neuron [ i ] . source ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ("% f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%i \ n "
/ / , neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t , neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude , neuron [ i ] . frequency , neuron [ i ] . noise_D , neuron [ i ] . lambda , neuron [ i ] . source ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void Read_Topology ( char ∗f i lename , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
char b u f f e r ;
i n t neur ;
i n t indeg ;
i n t outdeg ;
i n t c o i n c i ;
i n t i ;
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ n ’ ) /∗Passing through the f i r s t l i n e ∗ /
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
}
b u f f e r =0;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d \ t%d \ t%d " ,&neur ,& indeg ,& outdeg ) ;
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ n ’ ) /∗Passing through the f i r s t l i n e ∗ /
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
}
b u f f e r =0;
neuron [ i ] . indegree=indeg ;
neuron [ i ] . outdegree=outdeg ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void Read_networkX ( char ∗f i lename , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
i n t bu f fe r1 ;
i n t bu f fe r2 ;
f l o a t bu f fe r3 ;
p r i n t f ( " Reading NetworkX . . . " ) ;
while ( ! f e o f ( m y f i l e ) ) /∗Passing the N1, N2 . . . . . o f l i n e 1 , l i n e 2 . . . . ∗ /
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%i " ,& bu f f e r1 ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%i { } " ,& bu f f e r2 ) ;
/ / f scan f ( myf i l e ,"% f } " ,& bu f f e r3 ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ("% f \ n " , Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ] ) ;
Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ]=7.45∗0.95∗((2.0−data−>g l o b a l _ I e x t ) / 2 . 0 ) / data−>neur_co inc id ;
/ / p r i n t f ("% f \ n " , Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ] ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
}
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f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗ Wr i t i ng data ∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void WriteSpikes ( char ∗f i lename , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e = fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
i n t i , j ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i " , i ) ;
for ( j =0; j <neuron [ i ] . Spike_count ; j ++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ t %.1 f " , neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ j ] ) ;
}
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ n " ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void Write_networkX ( char ∗f i lename , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , Data ∗data )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
i n t bu f fe r1 ;
i n t bu f fe r2 ;
f l o a t bu f f e r3 ;
for ( bu f f e r1 =0; bu f fe r1 <data−>nN; bu f f e r1 ++){
for ( bu f f e r2 =0; bu f fe r2 <data−>nN; bu f f e r2 ++){
i f ( Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ] > 0 . 0 ) {
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i " , bu f f e r1 ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i { } " , bu f f e r2 ) ;
/ / f scan f ( myf i le ,"% f } " ,& bu f f e r3 ) ;
/ / Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ]=7.45∗0.95∗0.15/ data−>neur_co inc id ;
p r i n t f ( "%f \ n " , Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ] ) ;
}
}
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Wr i t i ng data over t ime to f i l e∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Wri teToF i le ( char ∗f i lename , double ∗V, i n t iTime , Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , double ∗Isyn , i n t iSeeds , i n t iSimPack , i n t i S i m u l a t i o n )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
i n t i , j ;
double t ime ;
i n t e r r o r ;
i n t e x i t w h i l e =0;
i n t n _ f i l e s ;
i n t f i l e s i z e =30;
i n t l a s t ;
n _ f i l e s =1+(( i n t ) ( data−>nN/ f i l e s i z e ) ) ;
for ( j =0; j < n _ f i l e s ; j ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( f i lename , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Results_Heun_%i_p%i . dat "
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, iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , iS imu la t i on , j ) ;
e x i t w h i l e =0;
while ( e x i t w h i l e ==0) {
e x i t w h i l e =1;
m y f i l e = fopen ( f i lename , " a+" ) ;
i f ( m y f i l e == NULL) {
pe r ro r ( " E r ro r opening f i l e . . . t r y i n g again . . . \ n " ) ;
e x i t w h i l e =1;
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
t ime= iTime∗data−>dt ;
}
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%f " , t ime ) ;
i f ( j ! = ( n _ f i l e s −1)){
for ( i =0; i < f i l e s i z e ; i ++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ t%f \ t%f " ,V [ j∗ f i l e s i z e + i ] , neuron [ j∗ f i l e s i z e + i ] . Tspike [ 0 ] ) ;
}
}
i f ( j ==( n _ f i l e s −1))
{
l a s t =data−>nN−( f i l e s i z e ∗( n _ f i l e s −1));
for ( i =0; i < l a s t ; i ++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ t%f \ t%f " ,V [ j∗ f i l e s i z e + i ] , neuron [ j∗ f i l e s i z e + i ] . Tspike [ 0 ] ) ;
}
}
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ n " ) ;
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Wr i t i ng Network to f i l e∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Write_network ( char ∗f i lename , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , Data ∗data )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
i n t i , j ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " to / from " ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ tN%i " , i ) ; / / f i r s t l i n e " header " h o r i t z o n t a l
}
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ n " ) ;
for ( j =0; j <data−>nN; j ++)
{
i f ( j ==0)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "N%i \ t %.3 f " , i , Netmatr ix [ i∗data−>nN + j ] ) ; / / f i r s t &second column " header " v e r t i c a l
}
i f ( j >0)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ t %.3 f " , Netmatr ix [ i∗data−>nN + j ] ) ;
}
}
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Wr i t i ng inpu ts to f i l e∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Wri te_ inpu ts ( char ∗f i lename , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
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m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
i n t i ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "N\ t o f f \ t \ tampl \ t \ t f r e q u \ t \ t no i se \ t \ t lambda \ t \ tsource \ n " ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%i \ n "
, i , neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t , neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude , neuron [ i ] . frequency , neuron [ i ] . noise_D , neuron [ i ] . lambda , neuron [ i ] . source ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Wr i t i ng F i re Rate ana l i sys∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Write_FR_sys ( char ∗f i lename , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
i n t i ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "N\ t r 0 \ t \ tR \ t \ tmeanT \ t \ t D e f f \ t \ t t a o _ c o r r \ n " ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i \ t%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ n "
, i , neuron [ i ] . r0 , neuron [ i ] . R, neuron [ i ] . meanT, neuron [ i ] . Deff , neuron [ i ] . tao_cor r ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Wr i t i ng i n i t i a l i npu ts to f i l e∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void W r i t e I n i t i a l I n p u t s ( char ∗f i lename , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
i n t i ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "N\ t o f f \ t \ tampl \ t \ t f r e q u \ t \ t no i se \ n " ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ n "
, i , neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t , neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude , neuron [ i ] . frequency , neuron [ i ] . noise_D ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ FUNCTIONS ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗+∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Generat ing A l l noise ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Noise_Gen ( Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron )
{
/∗∗∗∗Random number generator v a r i a b l e s∗∗∗ /
const gs l_rng_type ∗T ;
gs l_rng ∗ r ;
gsl_rng_env_setup ( ) ;
gs l_rng_defau l t_seed =data−>PoissonSeed ;
T= gs l_ rng_de fau l t ;
r = gs l_ rng_a l l oc (T ) ;
double sigmma=1;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
i n t i , n ;
double aux_random ;
f l o a t n s e _ i n t e n s i t y ;
for ( n=0; n<data−>nN; n++)
{
n s e _ i n t e n s i t y =neuron [ n ] . noise_D ;
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for ( i =0; i <data−>nt ; i ++)
{
aux_random=gsl_ran_gaussian ( r , sigmma ) ;
neuron [ n ] . noise_values [ i ]= aux_random∗s q r t (2∗ n s e _ i n t e n s i t y∗data−>dt ) ; / / S to r ing noise values
}
}
gs l_ rng_ f ree ( r ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Random number generator∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void RndN_gen ( Data ∗data , double ∗number , i n t n , i n t type )
{
/∗∗ IMPORTANT! i f type==1 i t generates Random gaussian numbers
i f type==2 i t generates White Noise Random numbers∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗Random number generator v a r i a b l e s∗∗∗ /
const gs l_rng_type ∗T ;
gs l_rng ∗ r ;
gsl_rng_env_setup ( ) ;
T= gs l_ rng_de fau l t ;
r = gs l_ rng_a l l oc (T ) ;
double sigmma=1;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
i n t i ;
i f ( type ==1)
{
for ( i =0; i <n ; i ++)
{
number [ i ]= gsl_ran_gaussian ( r , sigmma ) ;
}
}
i f ( type ==2)
{
double nse_X ;
double aux_random ;
f l o a t n s e _ i n t e n s i t y =data−>global_D ;
for ( i =0; i <n ; i ++)
{
aux_random=gsl_ran_gaussian ( r , sigmma ) ;
nse_X=aux_random∗s q r t (2∗ n s e _ i n t e n s i t y∗data−>dt ) ; / / X f o r noise generat ion
number [ i ]= nse_X ;
}
}
gs l_ rng_ f ree ( r ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Creat ing the neura l network (Random p r i b a b i l i t y o f l i n k =0.5)∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Create_network ( Data ∗data , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix )
{
i n t i , j ;
double ∗randoms ;
i n t n_randoms ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Needed f o r Random Network ! ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
n_randoms=data−>nN∗data−>nN;
randoms=( double∗) c a l l o c ( n_randoms , sizeof ( double ) ) ;
i f ( randoms==NULL)
{
p r i n t f ( " e r r o r a l l o c a t i n g memory f o r randoms " ) ;
getch ( ) ;
}
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RndN_gen ( data , randoms , n_randoms , 1 ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++) /∗REMEMBER neuron i has incoming connect ion j ∗ /
{
for ( j =0; j < data−>nN; j ++)
{
i f ( i == j )
{
Netmatr ix [ ( i∗data−>nN)+ j ] = 0 ; /∗ Pu t t i ng zero values a t the d iagonal ∗ /
}
else
{
i f ( randoms [ ( i∗data−>nN) + j ] > 0)
{
Netmatr ix [ ( i∗data−>nN)+ j ] = 0 ;
}
else
{
Netmatr ix [ ( i∗data−>nN)+ j ] = 0 ;
}
}
}
}
f r ee ( randoms ) ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗A l l o c a t i n g indexes f o r more v e l o c i t y∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Al loc_ index ( Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix )
{
i n t i , j ;
i n t ∗auxa l loc ;
i n t auxindex ;
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++)
{
neuron [ i ] . IndexToNeuron=NULL ; / / needed f o r r e a l l o c ( )
neuron [ i ] . n_Index =0; / / we s t a r t w i th 0 incoming connect ions
auxindex =0; / / f i r s t index to check i s 0
for ( j =0; j < data−>nN; j ++)
{
i f ( Netmatr ix [ ( i∗data−>nN)+ j ] ! = 0 )
{
neuron [ i ] . n_Index ++;
auxa l loc =( i n t ∗) r e a l l o c ( neuron [ i ] . IndexToNeuron , ( neuron [ i ] . n_Index )∗ sizeof ( i n t ) ) ; / / a u x i l i a r a l l o c a t i o n o f memory ,
neuron [ i ] . IndexToNeuron=auxa l loc ;
neuron [ i ] . IndexToNeuron [ auxindex ]= j ;
auxindex ++; / / A p r i o r i we don ’ t know how many indexes d i f f e r e n t from 0 ex i s t ,
/ / so u n t i l l we f i n d the l a s t one , we increase auxindex
}
}
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ I n i t i a l i z a t i o n o f Neuron parameters ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Ini_Cond ( double ∗V, Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , double ∗ Isyn )
{
i n t i ;
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++)
{
V [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
Isyn [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
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neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike =1;
neuron [ i ] . Tspike =( f l o a t ∗) c a l l o c ( neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike , sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
/ / A l l o c a t i n g 1 space of memory i n Tspike o f each neuron
neuron [ i ] . I ex t_ t ype =0; / / A l l neurons have no Inpu t cu r ren t ( see Inpu t s_ I ( ) )
neuron [ i ] . I e x t =0 .0 ;
neuron [ i ] . tao1=data−>tao1 ;
neuron [ i ] . tao2=data−>tao2 ;
neuron [ i ] . Aspike=data−>Aspike ;
neuron [ i ] . noise_D=data−>global_D ;
neuron [ i ] . noise_values =( double∗) c a l l o c ( data−>nt , sizeof ( double ) ) ; / / a l l o c a t i n g f u l l space f o r noise
neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t =data−>g l o b a l _ I e x t ;
neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude =0 .0 ;
neuron [ i ] . f requency =0 .0 ;
neuron [ i ] . Spike_count =0;
neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike =( f l o a t ∗) c a l l o c ( neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike , sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
neuron [ i ] . lambda =0.0 ;
neuron [ i ] . r e f rac tCons tan t =data−>re f rac tCons tan t ; / / 2ms of r e f r a c t o r y t ime
neuron [ i ] . source =0;
/ / neuron [ i ] . neur_co inc id =10;
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Determinat ion o f the i npu t ( I e x t ) o f each neuron∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Determine_inputs ( Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data )
{
i n t i ;
p r i n t f ( " Determining inpu ts . . . " ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
i f ( neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t ==0.0 && neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude ==0.0 && neuron [ i ] . f requency ==0.0 && neuron [ i ] . lambda ==0.0)
{
neuron [ i ] . I ex t_ t ype =0; / / being type =0 , w i l l not en ter i n f u t u r e c a l c u l a t i o n ( to save ca l cu lus t ime )
/ / p r i n t f ( " neuron[% i ] type=%d " , i , neuron [ i ] . I ex t_ t ype ) ;
}
i f ( neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t !=0 .0 | | neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude !=0 .0 | | neuron [ i ] . f requency ! = 0 . 0 )
{
neuron [ i ] . I ex t_ t ype =1; / / type=1 i t means t h a t e i t h e r i s a constant i npu t or a s i n u s o i d a l i npu t
/ / p r i n t f ( " neuron[% i ] type=%d " , i , neuron [ i ] . I ex t_ t ype ) ;
}
i f ( neuron [ i ] . lambda ! = 0 . 0 )
{
neuron [ i ] . I ex t_ t ype =2;
/ / p r i n t f ( " neuron[% i ] type=%d \ n " , i , neuron [ i ] . I ex t_ t ype ) ;
}
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ I npu t Currents c a l c u l a t i o n∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void I npu t s_ I ( Neuron ∗neuron , i n t iTime , Data ∗data )
{
i n t i ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
i f ( neuron [ i ] . I ex t_ t ype ==1) / / S inoso ida l
{
neuron [ i ] . I e x t =neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t +neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude∗s in ( ( neuron [ i ] . f requency∗2∗3.1416/1000)∗ iTime∗data−>dt ) ; / / f requency i n Hz
}
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Funct ion requ i red f o r ca lc_ Isyn NOTE: put t h i s before ca lc_ Isyn Funct ion∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
double fSp ike ( Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data , i n t iTime , i n t j )
{
double f c a l c ;
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double t ime ;
double ∗p a r t i a l _ f c a l c ;
i n t n ;
i f ( neuron [ j ] . Tspike [0 ]==0)
{
/∗Rememeber Tspike [ 0 ] i s the l a s t t ime spike , and i f i t i s 0 , i t means t h a t
the s imu la t i on has begun , a t t ime 0.0 there i s no spike ! ∗ /
return 0;
}
p a r t i a l _ f c a l c =( double∗) c a l l o c ( neuron [ j ] . n_Tspike , sizeof ( double ) ) ;
f c a l c =0 .0 ;
for ( n=0; n<neuron [ j ] . n_Tspike ; n++)
{
i f ( neuron [ j ] . Tspike [ n ] ! = 0 . 0 ) {
t ime =( iTime∗data−>dt)−neuron [ j ] . Tspike [ n ] ; / / Ac tua l t ime − Last sp ike t ime of neuron [ i ]
/ / p r i n t f ( " t ime =%f \ n " , t ime ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
p a r t i a l _ f c a l c [ n ]= neuron [ j ] . Aspike∗(exp(−t ime / neuron [ j ] . tao1 ) − exp(−t ime / neuron [ j ] . tao2 ) ) ; / / f u n c t i o n o f the spike
}
f c a l c = f c a l c + p a r t i a l _ f c a l c [ n ] ; / / sum of a l l sp ikes a t the d i f f e r e n t t imes
}
f r ee ( p a r t i a l _ f c a l c ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " f c a l c [% i ]= %l f \ n " , j , f c a l c ) ;
return f c a l c ;
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Isyn c a l c u l a t i o n ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void ca lc_ Isyn ( double ∗Isyn , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , i n t iTime )
{
i n t i , j , Index_Send ;
double z ;
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++) / / scanning from our neuron [ i ] , a l l recent sp ikes o f neuron [ j =0 , j = 1 . . . ]
{
Isyn [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
for ( j =0; j < neuron [ i ] . n_Index ; j ++)
{
Index_Send=neuron [ i ] . IndexToNeuron [ j ] ;
z= fSp ike ( neuron , data , iTime , Index_Send ) ;
Isyn [ i ]= Isyn [ i ] + ( z∗Netmatr ix [ i∗data−>nN + neuron [ i ] . IndexToNeuron [ j ] ] ) ;
/∗ Isyn i s the summation o f a l l rec ieved spikes from
neuron [ j ] , Remember we get the neuron indexes from the f u n c t i o n A l loc_ index so we
go f a s t ins tead of scanning a l l the mat r i x o f connect ions ∗ /
i f ( neuron [ i ] . source ==1)
{
/ / Isyn [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
}
}
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Right Hand Side∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void RHS( double ∗V, double ∗ f , Data ∗data , double ∗Isyn , Neuron ∗neuron , i n t iTime )
{
i n t i ;
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++)
{
i f ( neuron [ i ] . re f rac tT ime >= iTime∗data−>dt && neuron [ i ] . source ==0)
{
/ / p r i n t f ( " neuron [ i ] . re f rac tT ime=%f \ n " , neuron [ i ] . re f rac tT ime ) ;
f [ i ]=−V[ i ] / ( data−>tao ) ;
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}
i f ( neuron [ i ] . re f rac tT ime < iTime∗data−>dt )
{
f [ i ]=(−(V [ i ] / ( data−>tao ) ) + ( neuron [ i ] . I e x t ) ) + Isyn [ i ] ;
}
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Euler Method∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Euler ( double ∗V, double ∗ f , Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , i n t iTime )
{
i n t i ;
i f ( data−>noise ==0)
{
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++)
{
V [ i ]=V [ i ]+ ( data−>dt )∗ ( f [ i ] ) ;
i f (V [ i ] > data−>ThresholdV ) / / we apply the v e r i f i c a t i o n o f the thresholdV
{
V [ i ] = 0 . 0 ; / / Running Heun we apply a lso the v e r i f i c a t t i o n a t the t i l d e V by doing t h i s
}
}
}
i f ( data−>noise ==1)
{
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++)
{
V [ i ]=V [ i ]+ ( data−>dt )∗ ( f [ i ] ) + neuron [ i ] . noise_values [ iTime ] ;
i f (V [ i ] > data−>ThresholdV ) / / we apply the v e r i f i c a t i o n o f the thresholdV
{
V [ i ] = 0 . 0 ; / / Running Heun we apply a lso the v e r i f i c a t t i o n a t the t i l d e V by doing t h i s
}
}
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Heund Method∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void Heun( double ∗V, double ∗ f , double ∗Vt i l de , double ∗ f t i l d e ,
Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , i n t iTime , double ∗ Isyn )
{
i n t i ;
i f ( data−>noise ==0)
{
/∗ Ca lcu la t i ng V t i l d a ∗ /
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++)
{
V t i l d e [ i ]=V [ i ] ;
}
Euler ( V t i l de , f , data , neuron , iTime ) ; /∗We v e r i f y sp ike here , remember ! but we enter heun
wi th V t i l d e ! so outs ide the ( t h i s ) f u n c t i o n we need v e r i f y sp ike ∗ /
RHS( V t i l de , f t i l d e , data , Isyn , neuron , iTime ) ;
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++)
{
V [ i ]=V [ i ]+0 .5∗ ( f [ i ]+ f t i l d e [ i ] )∗ ( data−>dt ) ;
}
}
i f ( data−>noise ==1)
{
/∗ Ca lcu la t i ng V t i l d a ∗ /
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++)
{
V t i l d e [ i ]=V [ i ] ;
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}
Euler ( V t i l de , f , data , neuron , iTime ) ; /∗We v e r i f y sp ike here , remember ! but we enter heun
wi th V t i l d e ! so outs ide the ( t h i s ) f u n c t i o n we need v e r i f y sp ike ∗ /
RHS( V t i l de , f t i l d e , data , Isyn , neuron , iTime ) ;
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++)
{
V [ i ]=V [ i ]+0 .5∗ ( f [ i ]+ f t i l d e [ i ] )∗ ( data−>dt ) + 0.5∗neuron [ i ] . noise_values [ iTime ] ;
}
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Spike v e r i f i c a t i o n : Adding∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void AddTspike ( double ∗V, Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , i n t iTime , Poisson ∗poisson )
{
i n t i , j ;
i n t n ;
f l o a t ∗auxa l loc ;
f l o a t ∗auxa l loc2 ;
i n t PoissonCounter =0;
i n t PoissonPos ;
for ( i =0; i < data−>nN; i ++)
{
switch ( neuron [ i ] . I ex t_ t ype )
{
case 2:
PoissonPos=PoissonCounter∗data−>nt + iTime ;
PoissonCounter ++;
i f ( poisson−>PoissonValues [ PoissonPos ] >0)
{
for ( j =0; j <poisson−>PoissonValues [ PoissonPos ] ; j ++)
{
neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike ++;
auxa l loc =( f l o a t ∗) r e a l l o c ( neuron [ i ] . Tspike , ( neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike )∗ sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
/∗New spike has been found so , neuron [ i ] . Tspike i s
expanded by 1( see f c a l c ( ) f o r the reduc t ion o f
neuron [ ] i . Tspike ) ∗ /
neuron [ i ] . Tspike=auxa l loc ;
for ( n=neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike ; n>=2 ; n−−)
{
/∗Reordering the vec to r so t h a t neuron [ 0 ] . Tspike i s always the l a s t sp ike
and neuron [ n_Tspike ] . Tspike i s the o ldes t one∗ /
neuron [ i ] . Tspike [ n−1]=neuron [ i ] . Tspike [ n−2];
}
neuron [ i ] . Tspike [ 0 ] = iTime∗data−>dt ; / / saving l a s t Tspike
neuron [ i ] . Spike_count ++;
auxa l loc2 =( f l o a t ∗) r e a l l o c ( neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike , ( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count +1)∗ sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike=auxa l loc2 ;
neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ neuron [ i ] . Spike_count ]= neuron [ i ] . Tspike [ 0 ] ;
}
break ;
}
defaul t :
i f (V [ i ] > data−>ThresholdV )
{
V [ i ] = 0 . 0 ;
neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike ++;
auxa l loc =( f l o a t ∗) r e a l l o c ( neuron [ i ] . Tspike , ( neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike )∗ sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
/∗New spike has been found so , neuron [ i ] . Tspike i s
expanded by 1( see f c a l c ( ) f o r the reduc t ion o f
neuron [ ] i . Tspike ) ∗ /
neuron [ i ] . Tspike=auxa l loc ;
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for ( n=neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike ; n>=2 ; n−−)
{
/∗Reordering the vec to r so t h a t neuron [ 0 ] . Tspike i s always the l a s t sp ike
and neuron [ n_Tspike ] . Tspike i s the o ldes t one∗ /
neuron [ i ] . Tspike [ n−1]=neuron [ i ] . Tspike [ n−2];
}
neuron [ i ] . Tspike [ 0 ] = iTime∗data−>dt ; / / saving l a s t Tspike
neuron [ i ] . Spike_count ++;
auxa l loc2 =( f l o a t ∗) r e a l l o c ( neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike , ( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count +1)∗ sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike=auxa l loc2 ;
neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ neuron [ i ] . Spike_count ]= neuron [ i ] . Tspike [ 0 ] ;
neuron [ i ] . re f rac tT ime=iTime∗data−>dt + neuron [ i ] . r e f r ac tCons tan t ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " r e f r a c t o r y t i m e [% i ]=% f \ n " , i , neuron [ i ] . re f rac tT ime ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
}
break ;
}
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Spike v e r i f i c a t i o n : Removing∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void RemoveTspike ( Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , i n t iTime )
{
i n t i , n ;
f l o a t ∗auxa l loc ;
i n t nova l id_Tsp ike ;
f l o a t T c r i t i c a l =20.0;
f l o a t t ime ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++) / / scan a l l neurons
{
nova l id_Tsp ike =0;
for ( n=0; n < neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike ; n++) / / scan a l l Tspike s tored
{
t ime=iTime∗data−>dt − neuron [ i ] . Tspike [ n ] ;
i f ( t ime > T c r i t i c a l )
{
nova l id_Tsp ike ++; / / i f t ime wide spike i s more than the c r i t i c a l then ++ nova l i d_ t sp i ke
}
}
neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike=neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike − nova l id_Tsp ike ; / / d i f f e r e n c i n g the nova l i d sp ikes
i f ( neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike ==0) / / i f we have 0 v a l i d sp ikes then keep the l a s t one
{
auxa l loc =( f l o a t ∗) r e a l l o c ( neuron [ i ] . Tspike , ( neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike +1)∗ sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
neuron [ i ] . Tspike=auxa l loc ;
}
i f ( neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike >0) / / i f we have more than 0 v a l i d spike , keep them a l l
{
auxa l loc =( f l o a t ∗) r e a l l o c ( neuron [ i ] . Tspike , neuron [ i ] . n_Tspike∗sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
neuron [ i ] . Tspike=auxa l loc ;
}
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗F i r i n g Rate Ana l isys∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
void FR_Analisys ( Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data )
{
i n t i , j ;
double potT ;
double I S I ;
double meanpotT ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
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{potT =0.0 ;
i f ( ( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count−1) >0.0){
neuron [ i ] . meanT=( neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ neuron [ i ] . Spike_count ]−(neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ 1 ] ) ) / ( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count−1);
/ / neuron [ i ] . meanT=data−>dt∗data−>nt / ( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count−1);
} else {
neuron [ i ] . meanT=0.0 ;
}
/ / p r i n t f ( " pr imer sp ike=%f \ n " , ( neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ 1 ] ) ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " u l t imo spike=%f \ n " , ( neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ neuron [ i ] . Spike_count ] ) ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " numero i n t e r v a l o s=%i \ n " , ( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count −1));
i f ( neuron [ i ] . meanT>0.0)
{
neuron [ i ] . r0 =1/ neuron [ i ] . meanT ;
} else {
neuron [ i ] . r0 =10000;
}
for ( j =1; j <( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count ) ; j ++)
{
I S I =neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ j +1]−neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ j ] ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " j +1 spike=%f \ n " , neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ j + 1 ] ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " j sp ike=%f \ n " , neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ j ] ) ;
potT=potT+pow ( ( ISI−neuron [ i ] . meanT ) , 2 ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
}
i f ( ( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count−1) >0.0){
meanpotT= s q r t ( potT / ( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count −1));
} else {
meanpotT=10000;
}
/ / p r i n t f ( " number o f i n t e r v a l s=%i \ n " , ( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count −1));
/ / getch ( ) ;
i f ( neuron [ i ] . meanT>0.0)
{
neuron [ i ] . R=(meanpotT ) / neuron [ i ] . meanT ;
} else {
neuron [ i ] . R=10000;
}
neuron [ i ] . Def f =0.5∗neuron [ i ] . R∗neuron [ i ] . R∗neuron [ i ] . r0 ;
i f ( neuron [ i ] . Deff >0)
{
neuron [ i ] . t ao_cor r =(1 / (2∗ neuron [ i ] . Def f ) )− (1/ neuron [ i ] . r0 ) ;
} else {
neuron [ i ] . t ao_cor r =10000;
}
}
}
void FrequencyAnal isys ( Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data , i n t iSimPack , i n t i S i m u l a t i o n )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
char FrequencyFi le [ 7 0 ] ;
i n t i , j ;
f l o a t t ime , Freq ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( FrequencyFi le , " SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / ResultsFrequencyN_%i . dat " , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i ) ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( FrequencyFi le , "w" ) ;
for ( j =1; j <( neuron [ i ] . Spike_count ) ; j ++)
{
t ime =0.5∗( neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ j +1]+ neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ j ] ) ;
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Freq =1000/( neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ j +1]−neuron [ i ] . Asys_Tspike [ j ] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%f \ t%f \ n " , t ime , Freq ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
}
void PoissonTrain ( Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , Poisson ∗poisson )
{
/∗Needed f o r Poisson D i s t r i b u t i o n ∗ /
const gs l_rng_type ∗T2 ;
gs l_rng ∗r2 ;
gsl_rng_env_setup ( ) ;
gs l_rng_defau l t_seed =data−>PoissonSeed ;
T2= gs l_ rng_de fau l t ;
r2= gs l_ rng_a l l oc ( T2 ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
i n t i , n ;
p r i n t f ( " Creat ing poisson values . . . " ) ;
i f ( poisson−>nPoisson >0)
{
for ( i =0; i <poisson−>Iex t coun te r ; i ++)
{
/ / p r i n t f ( " IndexPoisson[% i ]=%d \ n " , i , poisson−>IndexPoisson [ i ] ) ;
for ( n=0; n<data−>nt ; n++)
{
poisson−>PoissonValues [ i∗data−>nt + n ]= gsl_ran_poisson ( r2 , neuron [ poisson−>IndexPoisson [ i ] ] . lambda ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " PoissonValues[% i ]=%d \ n " , ( i∗data−>nt + n ) , poisson−>PoissonValues [ i∗data−>nt + n ] ) ;
}
}
}
p r i n t f ( " nPoisson=%i \ n " , poisson−>nPoisson ) ;
gs l_ rng_ f ree ( r2 ) ;
}
void nPoissonCounter ( Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , Poisson ∗poisson )
{
poisson−>Iex t coun te r =0;
p r i n t f ( " I ex t coun te r=%d \ n " , poisson−>Iex t coun te r ) ;
i n t ∗auxa l loc ;
i n t i ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
i f ( neuron [ i ] . I ex t_ t ype ==2)
{
poisson−>Iex t coun te r = ( poisson−>Iex t coun te r ) + 1 ;
p r i n t f ( " I ex t coun te r=%d \ n " , poisson−>Iex t coun te r ) ;
auxa l loc =( i n t ∗) r e a l l o c ( poisson−>IndexPoisson , ( poisson−>Iex t coun te r +1)∗ sizeof ( i n t ) ) ;
poisson−>IndexPoisson=auxa l loc ;
poisson−>IndexPoisson [ poisson−>Iex tcoun te r −1]= i ;
p r i n t f ( "∗ I ex t coun te r=%d \ n " , poisson−>Iex t coun te r ) ;
}
}
poisson−>nPoisson =( poisson−>Iex t coun te r )∗ ( data−>nt ) ;
p r i n t f ( " nPoisson=%d \ n " , poisson−>nPoisson ) ;
}
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void CrossCor re la t ion ( char ∗f i lename , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data )
{
i n t i , t a rge t , k ;
i n t Nsour ;
i n t Atwid th =1; / / w id th o f the histograms i n ms
i n t Tota lWidth =200; / / i n ms
i n t n o f h i s t o g r ;
i n t ActualSourceBox ;
i n t ActualTargetBox ;
i n t BoxToAdd ;
i n t ∗Boxes ;
i n t j , a ;
i n t x , y ;
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
Boxes=( i n t ∗) c a l l o c ( TotalWidth , sizeof ( i n t ) ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
i f ( neuron [ i ] . source ==1)
{
Nsour= i ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " Nsource=%i \ n " , Nsour ) ;
}
}
n o f h i s t o g r =data−>nt∗data−>dt / Atwid th ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " Targ \ t " ) ;
for ( a=0;a<Tota lWidth ; a++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i \ t " , a ) ;
}
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ n " ) ;
for ( t a r g e t =0; ta rge t <data−>nN; t a r g e t ++)
{
/ / p r i n t f ( " neuron [ Nsour ] . Spike_count=%i \ n " , neuron [ Nsour ] . Spike_count ) ;
for ( i =1; i <=neuron [ Nsour ] . Spike_count ; i ++)
{
/ / p r i n t f ( " Asys[% i ]=% l f \ n " , i , neuron [ Nsour ] . Asys_Tspike [ i ] ) ;
ActualSourceBox =( i n t ) neuron [ Nsour ] . Asys_Tspike [ i ] / A twid th ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " ActualSourceBox=%i \ n " , ActualSourceBox ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
for ( k =1;k<=neuron [ t a r g e t ] . Spike_count ; k++)
{
/ / p r i n t f ( " neuron [ t a r g e t ] . Spike_count=%i \ n " , neuron [ t a r g e t ] . Spike_count ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " neuron[% i ] . Asys_Tspike[% i ]=% f \ n " , ta rge t , k , neuron [ t a r g e t ] . Asys_Tspike [ k ] ) ;
i f ( neuron [ t a r g e t ] . Asys_Tspike [ k ] >= ActualSourceBox && ( neuron [ t a r g e t ] . Asys_Tspike [ k ] < ActualSourceBox+TotalWidth−1))
{
ActualTargetBox =( i n t ) neuron [ t a r g e t ] . Asys_Tspike [ k ] ;
/ / p r i n t f ( "ACTUALTARGETBOX=%i \ n " , ActualTargetBox ) ;
BoxToAdd=ActualTargetBox−ActualSourceBox ;
Boxes [ BoxToAdd ]++ ;
}
}
}
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i \ t " , t a r g e t ) ;
for ( j =0; j <Tota lWidth ; j ++)
{
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i \ t " , Boxes [ j ] ) ;
Boxes [ j ] = 0 ;
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}
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ n " ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
8.2.2 Simcreator
#include < s t d i o . h>
#include < s t d l i b . h>
#include < s t r i n g . h>
#include <math . h>
#include <conio . h>
#define n_Simulation_Max 200
#define MAXNN 1000
typedef struct data
{ char namef i le [ 2 5 0 ] ;
i n t nt ;
double dt ;
i n t noutput ;
i n t tao ;
i n t I ;
i n t nN; / / Number o f Neurons
i n t Max_nN ; / / Maximum number o f neurons
double ThresholdV ;
i n t noise ;
f l o a t Aspike ; / / used i n ini_Cond ( ) so a l l neurons a p r i o r i have the same Aspike
f l o a t tao1 ; / / used i n ini_Cond ( ) so a l l neurons a p r i o r i have the same tao1
f l o a t tao2 ; / / used i n ini_Cond ( ) so a l l neurons a p r i o r i have the same tao2
f l o a t global_D ; / / g l oba l noise f o r a l l neurons
f l o a t r e f rac tCons tan t ;
i n t PoissonSeed ;
f l o a t g l o b a l _ I e x t ;
f l o a t neur_co inc id ;
} Data ;
typedef struct neuron
{ double ThresholdV ;
double I e x t ; / / ac tua l value o f the i npu t cu r ren t I e x t
i n t I ex t_ t ype ; / / t i p e o f input , 0 no inpu t ( less opera t ions to do ) ,
/ / 1 i npu t r e f f e r e d to the o f f s e t , ampl i tude , and frequency .
f l o a t tao1 ; / / sp ike decay constant
f l o a t tao2 ; / / sp ike growth constant
f l o a t Aspike ; / / sp ike i n t e n s i t y constant
f l o a t ∗Tspike ; / / Remember Tspike [ 0 ] i s always the l a s t Spike o f the neuron
i n t ∗IndexToNeuron ; / / Used to scan the mat r i x connect ion f o r speed purposes
i n t n_Index ; / / number o f incoming connect ions
i n t n_Tspike ; / / number o f saved Tspikes
f l o a t noise_D ; / / s p e c i f i c noise f o r neuron " i " , on ly f o r i npu t noise purposes
double ∗noise_values ; / / a l l s to red noise values o f the t o t a l l i t y
/ / o f the t ime s imu la t i on ( f o r a l l neurons ! )
f l o a t o f f s e t ; / / o f f s e t o f the i npu t cu r ren t ( I e x t )
f l o a t ampl i tude ; / / ampl i tude of the i npu t cu r ren t ( I e x t )
f l o a t f requency ; / / Frequency i n Hz of the i npu t cu r ren t ( I e x t )
i n t Spike_count ;
f l o a t ∗Asys_Tspike ;
double r0 ;
double meanT ;
double R;
double Def f ;
double t ao_cor r ;
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i n t ∗ t ra in_p_va lues ;
f l o a t lambda ;
f l o a t re f rac tT ime ;
f l o a t r e f rac tCons tan t ;
i n t source ;
i n t neur_co inc id ;
i n t indegree ;
i n t outdegree ;
} Neuron ;
typedef struct l v l 2 n
{
double R;
double T ;
} Lvl2n ;
typedef struct s imu la t i on
{
f l o a t param1 ;
f l o a t param2 ;
} S imu la t ion ;
void Scanning_param1 ( f l o a t ∗values_p1 , i n t ∗n_param1 , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data ) ;
void Scanning_param2 ( f l o a t ∗values_p2 , i n t ∗n_param2 ) ;
void Scanning_param3 ( f l o a t ∗values_p3 , i n t ∗n_param3 ) ;
void Erase_Previous_Data ( char ∗ f i lename ) / / to Erase prev ious f i l e , f o r c i n g to create a
/ / new output f i l e every t ime we run the program
{
i f ( remove ( f i lename ) !=0 )
{
pe r ro r ( " E r ro r d e l e t i n g f i l e " ) ;
}
else
{
puts ( " F i l e su ccess fu l l y de le ted " ) ;
}
}
void Read_Data ( char ∗f i lename , Data ∗data ) {
FILE ∗ m y f i l e ;
char b u f f e r [ 2 5 6 ] ;
data−>Max_nN=MAXNN;
s t r cpy ( data−>namef i le , f i lename ) ;
m y f i l e = fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>nt ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " n t=%d \ n " , n t ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%l f " ,& data−>dt ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " d t=%f \ n " , d t ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>noutput ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " noutput=%d \ n " , j ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>tao ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>I ) ;
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f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>nN ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%l f " ,& data−>ThresholdV ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>noise ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>Aspike ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>tao1 ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>tao2 ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>global_D ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>re f rac tCons tan t ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d " ,& data−>PoissonSeed ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>g l o b a l _ I e x t ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& data−>neur_co inc id ) ;
f ge t s ( bu f fe r ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void Write_networkX22 ( char ∗f i lename , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , Data ∗data ) {
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
i n t i , j ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " to / from " ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++){
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ tN%i " , i ) ; / / f i r s t l i n e " header " h o r i t z o n t a l
}
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++){
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ n " ) ;
for ( j =0; j <data−>nN; j ++){
i f ( j ==0){
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "N%i \ t %.3 f " , i , Netmatr ix [ i∗data−>nN + j ] ) ; / / f i r s t &second column " header " v e r t i c a l
}
i f ( j >0) {
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , " \ t %.3 f " , Netmatr ix [ i∗data−>nN + j ] ) ;
}
}
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void Read_Topology ( char ∗f i lename , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
char b u f f e r ;
i n t neur ;
i n t indeg ;
i n t outdeg ;
i n t c o i n c i ;
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i n t i ;
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ n ’ ) /∗Passing through the f i r s t l i n e ∗ /
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
}
b u f f e r =0;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d \ t%d \ t%d " ,&neur ,& indeg ,& outdeg ) ;
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ n ’ ) /∗Passing through the f i r s t l i n e ∗ /
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
}
b u f f e r =0;
/ / p r i n t f ( " im i n %i \ n " , i ) ;
neuron [ i ] . indegree=indeg ;
neuron [ i ] . outdegree=outdeg ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void Read_networkX ( char ∗f i lename , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
i n t bu f fe r1 ;
i n t bu f fe r2 ;
f l o a t bu f f e r3 ;
while ( ! f e o f ( m y f i l e ) ) /∗Passing the N1, N2 . . . . . o f l i n e 1 , l i n e 2 . . . . ∗ /
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%i " ,& bu f f e r1 ) ;
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%i { } " ,& bu f f e r2 ) ;
/ / f scan f ( myf i l e ,"% f } " ,& bu f f e r3 ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ("% f \ n " , Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ] ) ;
Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ]=7.45∗0.95∗((2.0−data−>g l o b a l _ I e x t ) / 2 . 0 ) / neuron [ bu f f e r2 ] . neur_co inc id ;
/ / p r i n t f ("% f \ n " , Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ] ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void Write_networkX ( char ∗f i lename , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , Data ∗data )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
i n t bu f fe r1 ;
i n t bu f fe r2 ;
f l o a t bu f f e r3 ;
for ( bu f f e r1 =0; bu f fe r1 <data−>nN; bu f f e r1 ++){
for ( bu f f e r2 =0; bu f fe r2 <data−>nN; bu f f e r2 ++){
i f ( Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ] > 0 . 0 ) {
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i " , bu f f e r1 ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i { } " , bu f f e r2 ) ;
/ / f scan f ( myf i le ,"% f } " ,& bu f f e r3 ) ;
/ / Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ]=7.45∗0.95∗0.15/ data−>neur_co inc id ;
/ / p r i n t f ("% f \ n " , Netmatr ix [ bu f f e r2∗data−>nN + bu f fe r1 ] ) ;
}
}
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}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void Read_network ( char ∗f i lename , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , Data ∗data ) {
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
i n t i , j ;
char b u f f e r =1;
char bu f f e r2 [ 2 5 6 ] ;
long s ize ;
f l o a t aux ;
/ / f ge t s ( bu f fe r2 ,256 , m y f i l e ) ;
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ n ’ ) { /∗Passing through the f i r s t l i n e ∗ /
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
}
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++){
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ t ’ ) { /∗Passing the N1, N2 . . . . . o f l i n e 1 , l i n e 2 . . . . ∗ /
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
}
b u f f e r =1; /∗Reseting b u f f e r ∗ /
for ( j =0; j <data−>nN; j ++){
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%f " ,& Netmatr ix [ ( i∗data−>nN) + j ] ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ("% f \ n " , Netmatr ix [ ( i∗data−>nN) + j ] ) ;
}
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void Wri te_ inpu ts ( char ∗f i lename , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data ) {
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
i n t i ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "N\ t o f f \ t \ tampl \ t \ t f r e q u \ t \ t no i se \ t \ t lambda \ t \ tsource \ n " ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++){
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%i \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%i \ n "
, i , neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t , neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude , neuron [ i ] . frequency , neuron [ i ] . noise_D , neuron [ i ] . lambda , neuron [ i ] . source ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void Read_inputs ( char ∗f i lename , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data ) {
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
i n t i ;
char b u f f e r ;
i n t bu f f e r2 ;
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ n ’ ) { /∗Passing through the f i r s t l i n e ∗ /
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
}
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++){
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%d \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%i \ n "
,& buf fe r2 ,& neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t ,& neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude ,& neuron [ i ] . frequency ,& neuron [ i ] . noise_D ,& neuron [ i ] . lambda ,& neuron [ i ] . source ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ("% f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%f \ t%i \ n " ,
/ / neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t , neuron [ i ] . ampl i tude , neuron [ i ] . frequency , neuron [ i ] . noise_D , neuron [ i ] . lambda , neuron [ i ] . source ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void WriteGralData ( char ∗f i lename , Data ∗data ) {
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , "w" ) ;
i n t i ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%d # nt \ n " , data−>nt ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%l f # d t \ n " , data−>dt ) ;
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f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%d #noutput \ n " , data−>noutput ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%d #tao \ n " , data−>tao ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%d # I \ n " , data−>I ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%d #Number o f neurons \ n " , data−>nN ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%l f #ThresholdV \ n " , data−>ThresholdV ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%d #noise 1 : True 0: False \ n " , data−>noise ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%f #Aspike i n t e n s i t y \ n " , data−>Aspike ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%f #tao1 \ n " , data−>tao1 ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%f #tao2 \ n " , data−>tao2 ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%f #global_D \ n " , data−>global_D ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%f # Ref rac to ry Time constant \ n " , data−>re f rac tCons tan t ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%d #Poisson Seed \ n " , data−>PoissonSeed ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%f #Global I e x t \ n " , data−>g l o b a l _ I e x t ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%f #Neuron coinc idences f o r sp ike " , data−>neur_co inc id ) ;
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void ReadFR( char ∗f i lename , Lvl2n ∗ l v l 2n , Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
char b u f f e r =1;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
i n t j ;
i n t i ;
i n t pru ;
while ( b u f f e r != ’ \ n ’ ) { /∗Passing through the f i r s t l i n e ∗ /
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%c " ,& b u f f e r ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ("%c " , b u f f e r ) ;
}
for ( j =0; j <data−>nN; j ++)
{
pru= fscan f ( myf i l e , "%d \ t%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ n "
,& i ,& neuron [ j ] . r0 ,& neuron [ j ] . R,& neuron [ j ] . meanT,& neuron [ j ] . Deff ,& neuron [ j ] . t ao_cor r ) ;
i f ( pru !=0 )
{
l v l 2 n [ j ] . R=neuron [ j ] . R;
l v l 2 n [ j ] . T=neuron [ j ] . meanT ;
} else {
l v l 2 n [ j ] . R=0 .0 ;
l v l 2 n [ j ] . T=0 .0 ;
}
/ / p r i n t f ( " pru=%i " , pru ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " neuron[% i ] . R=% l f \ n " , j , neuron [ j ] . R ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " neuron[% i ] . meanT=% l f \ n " , j , neuron [ j ] . meanT ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
}
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
}
void W r i t e l v l 2 ( char ∗f i lename , Lvl2n ∗ l v l 2n , f l o a t ∗values_p1 , i n t i , i n t i S i m u l a t i o n )
{
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " a+" ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ n " , values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] , l v l 2 n [ i ] . R, l v l 2 n [ i ] . T ) ;
/ / l v l 2 n [ i ] . R=0.0 ;
/ / l v l 2 n [ i ] . T=0 .0 ;
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
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}
void Rlv l2Wlv l3 ( char ∗f i lename , char ∗f i lename2 , double ∗m a t r i x l v l 2 ,
f l o a t ∗values_p2 , i n t n_param1 , i n t n_param2 , i n t n_resu l t svar , i n t iSimPack )
{
m a t r i x l v l 2 =( double∗) c a l l o c ( n_param1∗n_param2∗( n_ resu l t sva r +2) , sizeof ( double ) ) ;
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
FILE ∗myf i l e2 ;
my f i l e2=fopen ( f i lename2 , " a+" ) ;
i n t i , j ;
for ( i =0; i <n_param1 ; i ++)
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ n " ,& m a t r i x l v l 2 [ i ∗3] ,& m a t r i x l v l 2 [ i ∗3+1] ,& m a t r i x l v l 2 [ i ∗3+2] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( myf i le2 , "%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ n " , values_p2 [ iSimPack ] , m a t r i x l v l 2 [ i ∗3] , m a t r i x l v l 2 [ i ∗3+1] , m a t r i x l v l 2 [ i ∗3+2] ) ;
}
f r ee ( m a t r i x l v l 2 ) ;
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
f c l o s e ( my f i l e2 ) ;
}
void Rlv l3Wlv l4 ( char ∗f i lename , char ∗f i lename2 , double ∗m a t r i x l v l 3 , f l o a t ∗values_p3 , i n t n_param1 , i n t n_param2 , i n t n_param3 , i n t n_resu l t svar , i n t iSeeds )
{
m a t r i x l v l 3 =( double∗) c a l l o c ( n_param1∗n_param2∗n_param3∗( n_ resu l t sva r +3) , sizeof ( double ) ) ;
FILE ∗m y f i l e ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( f i lename , " r " ) ;
FILE ∗myf i l e2 ;
my f i l e2=fopen ( f i lename2 , " a+" ) ;
i n t i , j ;
for ( i =0; i <n_param1∗n_param2 ; i ++)
{
f scan f ( myf i l e , "%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ n " ,& m a t r i x l v l 3 [ i ∗4] ,& m a t r i x l v l 3 [ i ∗4+1] ,& m a t r i x l v l 3 [ i ∗4+2] ,& m a t r i x l v l 3 [ i ∗4+3] ) ;
f p r i n t f ( myf i le2 , "%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ t%l f \ n "
, values_p3 [ iSeeds ] , m a t r i x l v l 3 [ i ∗4] , m a t r i x l v l 3 [ i ∗4+1] , m a t r i x l v l 3 [ i ∗4+2] , m a t r i x l v l 3 [ i ∗4+3] ) ;
}
f r ee ( m a t r i x l v l 3 ) ;
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
f c l o s e ( my f i l e2 ) ;
}
void Change_parameters1 ( Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , i n t iS imu la t i on , f l o a t ∗values_p1 ) {
i n t row =1; / / neuron number
i n t column =0; / / neuron number
f l o a t gval ;
i n t i ;
i n t neur ;
neur =( i n t ) values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
neuron [ neur ] . o f f s e t =2.001;
neuron [ neur ] . noise_D =0.0 ;
/ / neuron [ neur ] . f requency =0.0 ;
/ / neuron [ neur ] . ampl i tude =0.0 ;
neuron [ neur ] . source =1;
i f ( neur >0)
{
neuron [ ( neur−1)] . o f f s e t =1 .7 ;
neuron [ ( neur−1)] . noise_D=data−>global_D ;
neuron [ ( neur−1)] . source =0;
/ / neuron [ ( neur−1)] . f requency =0;
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/ / neuron [ ( neur−1)] . ampl i tude =0;
}
i f ( neur ==0)
{
neuron [ 2 9 9 ] . o f f s e t =1 .7 ;
neuron [ 2 9 9 ] . noise_D=data−>global_D ;
neuron [ 2 9 9 ] . source =0;
}
/∗ i n t minoutdeg , maxoutdeg ;
f o r ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
swi tch ( ( i n t ) values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] )
{
case 1:
minoutdeg =1;
maxoutdeg =1;
break ;
case 2:
minoutdeg =2;
maxoutdeg =3;
break ;
case 3:
minoutdeg =4;
maxoutdeg =7;
break ;
case 4:
minoutdeg =8;
maxoutdeg=11;
break ;
case 5:
minoutdeg =12;
maxoutdeg=20;
break ;
case 6:
minoutdeg =21;
maxoutdeg=35;
break ;
case 7:
minoutdeg =36;
maxoutdeg=70;
break ;
case 8:
minoutdeg =71;
maxoutdeg=150;
break ;
case 9:
minoutdeg =151;
maxoutdeg=10000;
break ;
}
i f ( neuron [ i ] . outdegree >=minoutdeg && neuron [ i ] . outdegree <=maxoutdeg )
{
neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t =2.001;
neuron [ i ] . noise_D =0.0 ;
neuron [ i ] . source =1;
} e lse {
neuron [ i ] . o f f s e t =1 .7 ;
neuron [ i ] . noise_D=data−>global_D ;
neuron [ i ] . source =0;
}
}
∗ /
/∗
gval =7.45∗0.95∗(1−( values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ) ) ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column ]= gval ;
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neuron [ 1 ] . o f f s e t =2∗values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
∗ /
/ / neuron [ 0 ] . noise_D=values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
/ / neuron [ 1 ] . noise_D=values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
/ / neuron [ 1 ] . lambda=values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
/ / neuron [ 0 ] . o f f s e t =values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
/ / data−>tao1= s imu la t i on [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] . param2 ;
/ / data−>tao= s imu la t i on [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] . param1 ;
/ / neuron [ 3 ] . o f f s e t =values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
/ / Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column ]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ]∗5 .03 ;
/∗ Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+2]= gval ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+3]= gval ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+4]= gval ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+5]= gval ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+6]= gval ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+7]= gval ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+8]= gval ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+9]= gval ; ∗ /
/ / Netmatr ix [ 2 ] = values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
/ / Netmatr ix [ 8 ] = values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
/ / Netmatr ix [13 ]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
/ / Netmatr ix [14 ]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
/ / Netmatr ix [ 7 ] = s imu la t i on [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] . param2 ;
/∗Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column ]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+1]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+2]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+3]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+4]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+5]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+6]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+7]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+8]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+9]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+10]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+11]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+12]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ;
Netmatr ix [ ( row∗data−>nN)+ column+14]= values_p1 [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] ; ∗ /
}
void Change_parameters2 ( Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , i n t iSimPack , f l o a t ∗values_p2 ) {
/ / data−>global_D=values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
/ / neuron [ 1 ] . o f f s e t =values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
/ / neuron [ 1 ] . noise_D=values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
/∗ i n t neur ;
neur=values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
neuron [ neur ] . o f f s e t =2.001;
neuron [ neur ] . noise_D =0.0 ;
i f ( neur >0)
{
neuron [ ( neur−1)] . o f f s e t =1 .7 ;
neuron [ ( neur−1)] . noise_D =0.15;
} ∗ /
/∗neuron [ 2 ] . noise_D=0.8∗values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
neuron [ 3 ] . noise_D=0.8∗values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
neuron [ 4 ] . noise_D=0.2∗values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
neuron [ 5 ] . noise_D=0.8∗values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
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neuron [ 6 ] . noise_D=0.8∗values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
neuron [ 7 ] . noise_D=0.8∗values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
neuron [ 8 ] . noise_D=0.2∗values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
neuron [ 9 ] . noise_D=0.2∗values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
neuron [ 1 0 ] . noise_D=0.8∗values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
neuron [ 1 1 ] . noise_D=0.8∗values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ; ∗ /
/ / neuron [ 1 ] . o f f s e t =values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
/ / neuron [ 3 ] . lambda=values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
i n t i ;
for ( i =0; i <data−>nN; i ++)
{
neuron [ i ] . noise_D=values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
}
data−>global_D=values_p2 [ iSimPack ] ;
}
void Change_parameters3 ( Data ∗data , Neuron ∗neuron , f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , i n t iSeeds , f l o a t ∗values_p3 ) {
data−>PoissonSeed=values_p3 [ iSeeds ] ;
}
/∗
vo id ChangeInputs ( Neuron ∗neuron , S imu la t ion ∗s imu la t ion , i n t i S i m u l a t i o n ) {
/ / neuron [ 0 ] . noise_D= s imu la t i on [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] . noise ;
/ / neuron [ 0 ] . lambda= s imu la t i on [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] . lambda ;
}
vo id ChangeNetwork ( f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix , S imu la t ion ∗s imu la t ion , i n t i S i m u l a t i o n ) {
/ / Netmatr ix [ 2 ] = s imu la t i on [ i S i m u l a t i o n ] . g ;
}
vo id ChangeGralData ( Data ∗data , S imu la t ion ∗s imu la t ion , i n t i S i m u l a t i o n ) {
;
}
∗ /
i n t main ( void ) {
Data data ;
Neuron ∗neuron ;
Lvl2n ∗ l v l 2 n ;
f l o a t ∗Netmatr ix ;
f l o a t ∗values_p1 ;
f l o a t ∗values_p2 ;
f l o a t ∗values_p3 ;
i n t n_param1 , n_param2 , n_param3 ;
double ∗m a t r i x l v l 2 ;
double ∗m a t r i x l v l 3 ;
i n t n_s imula t ions ;
i n t i S i m u l a t i o n ;
i n t iSeeds ;
S imu la t ion s imu la t i on [ n_Simulation_Max ] ;
Read_Data ( " I n i t i a l _ G r a l _ d a t a . dat " ,& data ) ;
Netmatr ix =( f l o a t ∗) c a l l o c ( data .nN∗data . nN, sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
neuron =( Neuron∗) c a l l o c ( data . nN, sizeof ( Neuron ) ) ;
i n t iSimPack ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗F i l e and Folder name v a r i a b l es∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
char Resul tsHeunFi le [ 5 0 ] ;
char Resul tsFRFi le [ 5 0 ] ;
char SimFolder [ 5 0 ] ;
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char Gra lda taF i l e [ 5 0 ] ;
char I n p u t F i l e [ 5 0 ] ;
char NetworkFi le [ 5 0 ] ;
char Vplo tFo lder [ 5 0 ] ;
char Execute [ 5 0 ] ;
char PackFolder [ 5 0 ] ;
char Move [ 5 0 ] ;
char PackDelete [ 5 0 ] ;
char A l l I s y n F o l d [ 5 0 ] ;
char Al lVFo ld [ 5 0 ] ;
char Al lRas te rFo ld [ 5 0 ] ;
char Al lResul tsFRFold [ 5 0 ] ;
char FRFile [ 5 0 ] ;
char l v l 2WF i l e [ 5 0 ] ;
char l v l 3WF i l e [ 5 0 ] ;
char l v l 4WF i l e [ 5 0 ] ;
char EraseData [ 5 0 ] ;
char NetworkFi le2 [ 5 0 ] ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
FILE∗ m y f i l e ;
i n t i ;
values_p1 =( f l o a t ∗) c a l l o c (2000 , sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
values_p2 =( f l o a t ∗) c a l l o c (100 , sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
values_p3 =( f l o a t ∗) c a l l o c (10 , sizeof ( f l o a t ) ) ;
Read_Topology ( " Topology . dat " , Netmatr ix ,& data , neuron ) ;
Scanning_param1 ( values_p1 ,&n_param1 , neuron ,& data ) ;
Scanning_param2 ( values_p2 ,&n_param2 ) ;
Scanning_param3 ( values_p3 ,&n_param3 ) ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( " nSimulat ions . dat " , "w" ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%d " ,n_param1−1);
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( " nSimPack . dat " , "w" ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%d " ,n_param2−1);
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
m y f i l e =fopen ( " nSeeds . dat " , "w" ) ;
f p r i n t f ( my f i le , "%d " ,n_param3−1);
f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
l v l 2 n =( Lvl2n∗) c a l l o c ( data .nN∗n_param1 , sizeof ( Lvl2n ) ) ;
/∗ f o r ( i =0; i <n_param1 ; i ++){
p r i n t f ( " values_p1_out[% i ]=% f \ n " , i , values_p1 [ i ] ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " s imu la t i on [% i ] param1=%f param2=%f \ n " , ( i ∗(∗n_param2 ) + j ) , s imu la t i on [ i ∗(∗n_param2 ) + j ] . param1 , s imu la t i on [ i ∗(∗n_param2 ) + j ] . param2 ) ;
/ / Sgetch ( ) ;
} ∗ /
/ / p r i n t f ( " n_s imu la t ions=%d \ n " , n_s imu la t ions ) ;
Read_networkX ( " I n i t i a l _ n e t w o r k X . dat " , Netmatr ix ,& data , neuron ) ;
Read_inputs ( " I n i t i a l _ I n p u t s . dat " , neuron ,& data ) ;
/ / Write_networkX ( " networkX2 . dat " , Netmatr ix ,& data ) ;
/ / system ( " mkdir Ras te rp lo ts \ \ JPG " ) ;
/ / system ( " mkdir Vp lo ts \ \ JPG " ) ;
/∗
f o r ( i =0; i <data .nN ; i ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( Vp lo tFo lder , " mkdir Vp lo ts \ \ N%i " , i ) ;
/ / system ( " cd Vplo ts " ) ;
system ( Vp lo tFo lder ) ;
}
getch ( ) ;
∗ /
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for ( i =0; i <data .nN ; i ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( EraseData , " NeuronResults_%i . dat " , i ) ;
Erase_Previous_Data ( EraseData ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
}
system ( " mkdir Resul ts " ) ;
for ( iSeeds =0; iSeeds <(n_param3 ) ; iSeeds ++){
s p r i n t f ( PackDelete , " de l /Q Seeds_%i " , iSeeds ) ;
system ( PackDelete ) ;
s p r i n t f ( PackFolder , " mkdir Seeds_%i " , iSeeds ) ;
system ( PackFolder ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data .nN ; i ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( EraseData , " Seeds_%i \ \ NeuronResults_%i . dat " , iSeeds , i ) ;
Erase_Previous_Data ( EraseData ) ;
}
Change_parameters3(& data , neuron , Netmatr ix , iSeeds , values_p3 ) ;
for ( iSimPack =0; iSimPack <(n_param2 ) ; iSimPack ++){
/ / s p r i n t f ( PackDelete , " de l /Q SimPack_%i " , iSimPack ) ;
/ / remove ( PackDelete ) ;
/ / system ( PackDelete ) ;
s p r i n t f ( PackFolder , " mkdir Seeds_%i \ \ SimPack_%i " , iSeeds , iSimPack ) ;
system ( PackFolder ) ;
s p r i n t f ( A l l I synFo ld , " mkdir Seeds_%i \ \ SimPack_%i \ \ A l l I s y n p l o t s " , iSeeds , iSimPack ) ;
s p r i n t f ( A l lRas terFo ld , " mkdir Seeds_%i \ \ SimPack_%i \ \ A l l R a s t e r p l o t s " , iSeeds , iSimPack ) ;
s p r i n t f ( A l lVFold , " mkdir Seeds_%i \ \ SimPack_%i \ \ A l l V p l o t s " , iSeeds , iSimPack ) ;
/ / s p r i n t f ( Al lResul tsFRFold , " mkdir SimPack_%i \ \ A l lResu l t sFRp lo ts " , iSimPack ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( A l lRas te rFo ld ) ;
/ / system ( Al lResul tsFRFold ) ;
system ( A l l I s y n F o l d ) ;
system ( A l lRas te rFo ld ) ;
system ( Al lVFo ld ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data .nN ; i ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( EraseData , " Seeds_%i \ \ SimPack_%i \ \ NeuronResults_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , i ) ;
Erase_Previous_Data ( EraseData ) ;
}
Change_parameters2(& data , neuron , Netmatr ix , iSimPack , values_p2 ) ;
for ( i S i m u l a t i o n =0; iS imu la t i on <n_param1 ; i S i m u l a t i o n ++){
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Creat ing Folder and F i l e names∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
s p r i n t f ( SimFolder , " mkdir Seeds_%i \ \ SimPack_%i \ \ S imula t ion_%i " , iSeeds , iSimPack , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( Gra lda taF i le , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Gral_data_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( I n p u t F i l e , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Inputs_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( NetworkFi le , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Network_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( NetworkFi le2 , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Network2_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
s p r i n t f ( FRFile , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i / Results_FR_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , iS imu la t i on , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
system ( SimFolder ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗SIMULATION CHANGES: change them acording to s imu la t i on parameters ,
and w r i t e new inpu t f i l e i n the s imu la t i on f o l d e r∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
Change_parameters1(& data , neuron , Netmatr ix , iS imu la t i on , values_p1 ) ;
/ / ChangeGralData (& data , s imu la t ion , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
WriteGralData ( Gra lda taF i le ,& data ) ;
/ / ChangeInputs ( neuron , s imu la t ion , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
Wri te_ inpu ts ( I n p u t F i l e , neuron ,& data ) ;
/ / ChangeNetwork ( Netmatr ix , s imu la t ion , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
Write_networkX ( NetworkFi le , Netmatr ix ,& data ) ;
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/ / Write_networkX22 ( NetworkFi le2 , Netmatr ix ,& data ) ;
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ /
s p r i n t f ( Execute , " IF_22 . exe %i %i %i " , iS imu la t i on , iSimPack , iSeeds ) ;
system ( Execute ) ;
/ / s p r i n t f (Move , " move Simula t ion_%i SimPack_%i / S imula t ion_%i " , iS imu la t i on , packSim , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
/ / system (Move ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
ReadFR( FRFile , l v l 2n ,& data , neuron ) ;
for ( i =0; i <data .nN ; i ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( l v l2WFi le , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / NeuronResults_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , i ) ;
W r i t e l v l 2 ( l v l2WFi le , l v l 2n , values_p1 , i , i S i m u l a t i o n ) ;
}
}
for ( i =0; i <data .nN ; i ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( l v l2WFi le , " Seeds_%i / SimPack_%i / NeuronResults_%i . dat " , iSeeds , iSimPack , i ) ;
s p r i n t f ( l v l3WFi le , " Seeds_%i / NeuronResults_%i . dat " , iSeeds , i ) ;
R lv l2Wlv l3 ( l v l2WFi le , l v l3WFi le , m a t r i x l v l 2 , values_p2 , n_param1 , n_param2 ,2 , iSimPack ) ;
}
/ / system ( )
}
for ( i =0; i <data .nN ; i ++)
{
s p r i n t f ( l v l3WFi le , " Seeds_%i / NeuronResults_%i . dat " , iSeeds , i ) ;
s p r i n t f ( l v l4WFi le , " NeuronResults_%i . dat " , i ) ;
R lv l3Wlv l4 ( l v l3WFi le , l v l4WFi le , m a t r i x l v l 3 , values_p3 , n_param1 , n_param2 , n_param3 ,2 , iSeeds ) ;
}
}
/ / m y f i l e =fopen ( " nSupra . dat " , "w " ) ;
/ / f p r i n t f ( my f i le ,"%d " , n_param3−1);
/ / f c l o s e ( m y f i l e ) ;
f r ee ( values_p1 ) ;
f r ee ( values_p2 ) ;
f r ee ( values_p3 ) ;
f r ee ( l v l 2 n ) ;
f r ee ( Netmatr ix ) ;
f r ee ( neuron ) ;
return 0;
}
void Scanning_param1 ( f l o a t ∗values_p1 , i n t ∗n_param1 , Neuron ∗neuron , Data ∗data ) {
f l o a t value_param1 ;
f l o a t i n i t i a l _ p a r a m 1 =0.0 ;
f l o a t step_param1 =1.0 ;
f l o a t f ina l_param1 =299.0;
i n t n ;
i n t i , j ;
S imu la t ion ∗aux ;
i n t custom_values =0; / / 0 : step s imu la t i ons 1 : custom s imu la t i ons
∗n_param1=1+( i n t ) ( 0 . 1 + ( ( f inal_param1−i n i t i a l _ p a r a m 1 ) / step_param1 ) ) ;
switch ( custom_values ) {
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case 0:
j =0;
for ( i =0; i <∗n_param1 ; i ++){
value_param1= i n i t i a l _ p a r a m 1 +( i∗step_param1 ) ;
values_p1 [ i ]= value_param1 ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " values_p1[% i ]=% f \ n " , i , values_p1 [ i ] ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " s imu la t i on [% i ] param1=%f param2=%f \ n " , ( i ∗(∗n_param2 ) + j ) , s imu la t i on [ i ∗(∗n_param2 ) + j ] . param1 , s imu la t i on [ i ∗(∗n_param2 ) + j ] . param2 ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
}
break ;
case 1:
/∗∗n_param1=2;
values_p1 [ 0 ] = 2 . 0 1 ;
values_p1 [ 1 ] = 2 . 5 ; ∗ /
∗n_param1=7;
values_p1 [ 0 ] = 0 . 0 ;
values_p1 [ 1 ] = 0 . 2 ;
values_p1 [ 2 ] = 0 . 5 ;
values_p1 [ 3 ] = 0 . 8 ;
values_p1 [ 4 ] = 1 . 2 ;
values_p1 [ 5 ] = 1 . 5 ;
values_p1 [ 6 ] = 2 ;
/∗ values_p1 [5 ]=1 .8∗7 .45 /15 ;
values_p1 [6 ]=2 .0∗7 .45 /15 ;
values_p1 [7 ]=2 .2∗7 .45 /15 ;
values_p1 [8 ]=2 .4∗7 .45 /15 ; ∗ /
/∗ values_p1 [7 ]=0 .85∗7 .45 ;
values_p1 [8 ]=0 .83∗7 .45 ;
values_p1 [9 ]=0 .81∗7 .45 ;
values_p1 [10 ]=0 .79∗7.45 ;
values_p1 [11 ]=0 .77∗7.45 ; ∗ /
/∗ f o r ( i =0; i <∗n_param1 ; i ++){
p r i n t f ( " values_p1[% i ]=% f \ n " , i , values_p1 [ i ] ) ;
getch ( ) ;
} ∗ /
/∗
∗n_param1=9;
values_p1 [0 ]=2.000001;
values_p1 [1 ]=2 .00001;
values_p1 [2 ]=2 .0001 ;
values_p1 [3 ]=2 .001 ;
values_p1 [ 4 ] = 2 . 0 1 ;
values_p1 [ 5 ] = 2 . 1 ;
values_p1 [ 6 ] = 2 . 5 ;
values_p1 [ 7 ] = 5 . 0 ;
values_p1 [ 8 ] = 1 0 . 0 ;
; ∗ /
case 2:
n=0;
for ( j =0; j <data−>nN; j ++)
{
i f ( neuron [ j ] . outdegree >0)
{
p r i n t f ( " outdegree[% i ]=% i " , j , neuron [ j ] . outdegree ) ;
values_p1 [ n ]= j ;
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n++;
getch ( ) ;
}
}
∗n_param1=n−1;
p r i n t f ( " n_param1=%i " ,∗n_param1 ) ;
getch ( ) ;
break ;
}
}
void Scanning_param2 ( f l o a t ∗values_p2 , i n t ∗n_param2 ) {
f l o a t value_param2 ;
f l o a t i n i t i a l _ p a r a m 2 =0.001;
f l o a t step_param2 =0.0020;
f l o a t f ina l_param2 =0.007;
i n t i , j ;
S imu la t ion ∗aux ;
/ / i n t n_param1 , n_param2 ;
i n t custom_values =0; / / 0 : step s imu la t i ons 1 : custom s imu la t i ons
∗n_param2=1+( i n t ) ( 0 . 1 + ( ( f inal_param2−i n i t i a l _ p a r a m 2 ) / step_param2 ) ) ;
/ / values_p2 =( f l o a t ∗) c a l l o c (∗n_param2 , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ;
switch ( custom_values ) {
case 0:
j =0;
for ( j =0; j <∗n_param2 ; j ++){
value_param2= i n i t i a l _ p a r a m 2 +( j∗step_param2 ) ;
values_p2 [ j ]= value_param2 ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " values_p1[% i ]=% f \ n " , j , values_p2 [ j ] ) ;
/ / getch ( ) ;
}
break ;
case 1:
∗n_param2=2;
values_p2 [0 ]=0 .001 ;
values_p2 [ 1 ] = 0 . 1 ;
/∗ values_p2 [ 0 ] = 0 . 0 1 ;
values_p2 [1]=0.0125895412;
values_p2 [2]=0.01584893193;
values_p2 [3]=0.01995262;
values_p2 [4]=0.025118864;
values_p2 [5]=0.0316227766;
values_p2 [6]=0.0398107;
values_p2 [7]=0.0501187;
values_p2 [8]=0.0630957;
values_p2 [9]=0.079432823;
values_p2 [ 1 0 ] = 0 . 1 ;
values_p2 [11]=0.125895412;
values_p2 [12]=0.1584893193;
values_p2 [13]=0.1995262;
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values_p2 [14]=0.25118864;
values_p2 [15]=0.316227766;
values_p2 [16]=0.398107;
values_p2 [17]=0.501187;
values_p2 [18]=0.630957;
values_p2 [19]=0.79432823;
values_p2 [20 ]=1 .00 ; ∗ /
/∗
∗n_param2=20;
values_p2 [0]=0.0019811;
values_p2 [1]=0.0063096;
values_p2 [2 ]=0 .01 ;
values_p2 [3]=0.0158489 ;
values_p2 [4]=0.0251189 ;
values_p2 [5]=0.0398107 ;
values_p2 [6]=0.0630957 ;
values_p2 [7 ]=0 . 1 ;
values_p2 [8]=0.1584893 ;
values_p2 [9]=0.2511886 ;
values_p2 [10]=0.3981072 ;
values_p2 [11]=0.6309573 ;
values_p2 [1 2 ]=1 . ;
values_p2 [13 ]= 1.5848932 ;
values_p2 [14]=2.5118864 ;
values_p2 [15]=3.9810717 ;
values_p2 [16]=6.3095734 ;
values_p2 [17 ]=10 . ;
values_p2 [18]=15.848932 ;
values_p2 [19]=25.118864 ;
∗ /
}
}
void Scanning_param3 ( f l o a t ∗values_p3 , i n t ∗n_param3 ) {
f l o a t value_param3 ;
f l o a t i n i t i a l _ p a r a m 3 =123;
f l o a t step_param3 =7;
f l o a t f ina l_param3 =123;
i n t i , j ;
S imu la t ion ∗aux ;
i n t custom_values =0; / / 0 : step s imu la t i ons 1 : custom s imu la t i ons
∗n_param3=1+( i n t ) ( 0 . 1 + ( ( f inal_param3−i n i t i a l _ p a r a m 3 ) / step_param3 ) ) ;
switch ( custom_values ) {
case 0:
j =0;
for ( i =0; i <∗n_param3 ; i ++){
value_param3= i n i t i a l _ p a r a m 3 +( i∗step_param3 ) ;
values_p3 [ i ]= value_param3 ;
p r i n t f ( " values_p1[% i ]=% f \ n " , i , values_p3 [ i ] ) ;
/ / p r i n t f ( " s imu la t i on [% i ] param1=%f param2=%f \ n " , ( i ∗(∗n_param2 ) + j ) , s imu la t i on [ i ∗(∗n_param2 ) + j ] . param1 , s imu la t i on [ i ∗(∗n_param2 ) + j ] . param2 ) ;
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/ / getch ( ) ;
}
break ;
case 1:
∗n_param3=9;
/∗ values_p3 [ 0 ] = 0 . 0 1 ;
values_p3 [ 1 ] = 0 . 0 5 ;
values_p3 [ 2 ] = 0 . 1 ;
values_p3 [ 3 ] = 0 . 2 ;
values_p3 [ 4 ] = 0 . 4 ;
values_p3 [ 5 ] = 0 . 8 ;
values_p3 [ 6 ] = 1 . 6 ;
values_p3 [ 7 ] = 3 . 2 ;
values_p3 [ 8 ] = 6 . 4 ; ∗ /
/∗
∗n_param1=9;
values_p1 [0 ]=2.000001;
values_p1 [1 ]=2 .00001;
values_p1 [2 ]=2 .0001 ;
values_p1 [3 ]=2 .001 ;
values_p1 [ 4 ] = 2 . 0 1 ;
values_p1 [ 5 ] = 2 . 1 ;
values_p1 [ 6 ] = 2 . 5 ;
values_p1 [ 7 ] = 5 . 0 ;
values_p1 [ 8 ] = 1 0 . 0 ;
; ∗ /
}
}
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